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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
1990-1991 
Volume 15 
'IO: 
FRCM: 
SUBJECT: 
r- 4" 
faculty sen.ate 
Members of the UNM Faculty Senate 
AnneJ.~ 
March Meeting 
March 12 , 1991 
~e UNM Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday. March 19. 1991 at 3: 30 p.m. in the 
Kiva. 
The agenda will include the follCMing items: 
(pp. 1-5) 
(pp. 6-7) 
(pp. 8-25) 
(pp. 26-28) 
(pp. 29-34) (pp. 35-38) (pp. 39-40) 
(pp. 41-42) 
(pp. 43-44) 
(pp. 45-46) 
(pp. 47-63) 
1. SUrmnarized Minutes of February 12, 1991 
2. I.egislati ve Report -- Vice President David Mc Kinney 
3. Senate President's Report 
4. Handicap Awareness Week -- Patricia CUrcunins 
5. AID.3 Awareness Week -- Kristin Heru:y 
6. Proposed Olange in Sick I.eave fblicy -- Prof essor David 
Darling 
7. Report from the Core CUrricultm1 Conunittee - Professor Paul 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Davis 
Discussion re am Recommendation for Transfer of D Grade --
Professor SUsan Deese 
Items from the curricular Committee 
( a) Associate of Arts in Sou~wes~ studies(Los . Al~ 
(b) Revisions of Major and Minor m corrnnumcati ve D1so~ers 
(c) Minor Revisions of Major and Name Olange f or Russian 
Studies 
( d) Name Olange for Management. Master's. Pro:Jral11 
(e) Name Olange for Ibero-American Studi~ 
( f) Deletion of AAS in corrputer PrograllU1U.l1C 
Item from the Graduate Committee 
(a) Ib.D. Concentration in Counseling Psycholc:xy 
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'lHE UNlVER:,l'IY OF ~ MEXICO 
FACUUIY SENATE MEEJ'm; 
March 19, 1991 
r -
f 4 0 
'lhe March 19, 1991 meetinJ of the Faculty Senate was called to order by President 
Gloria Birkholz at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva. 
Senators present: Gloria Birkholz (Nursin;J), Jerry Born (Rlannacy) ,I:ku]las 
Brookins (A&S), Sherri &D:r (Iaw), F.dith (berry (Arch & Pl.rg), earl Cm:tls 
(Medicine), Marioo C))ttre].]. (Ergineerirg), James Iawsai (Gallup Brardl), Michele 
Diel (Valerx::ia Brarrll) , Peter D:>rato (Erqineerirg) , Iuisa 0mm (Etlucati.al) , Paul 
F.dwards (Dmtal Progs), Marilyn Fletdler (Libracy), I:ku]las George (Fine Arts), 
Shyam Gumaxani (Ergineerirg), Mazy Harris (E:iucatioo), Ridlard Harris (MS), 
Gordon Hc:rlge (A&S), Shlcm:> Kami (Ergineerirg), I:bnald Lee (A&S), Kathleen 
Ma~ (University college), IBvid ltRlerscn {A&S), Helen Mlller (Management), 
Elizabeth Nielsen (Frlucatioo), Iavid Null (Library), Peter Pabisch (A&S), Glynn 
Rayzrarl (Fhannacy), Jose Rivera (PUblic Adm.in), Priscilla Smith (Gallup Branch), 
Russell Snyder (Medicine), James staooefer (Medicine), Crarlie steen (MS), 
Connie 'lllorson (Library), James 'lhorson (A&S), Pauline 'l\Jmer (D:bratim), 
Margaret Wemer-Washl::mne (A&S), Ettisam willdns (Ergineerirg), am Fstelle 
Zannes (A&S) • 
Aooent: Rooert Co;Jb.1m (A&S), Dmiel JRrlcsen (Medicine), Walter Fonnan 
(Medicine), Gregory Frardtlni (loeiicine), Kemieth Gardner (loeiicine), Erlirrla 
Gonzales-Berry (A&S) , Mazy Grizzam (Fine Arts) , Jerry Kin} (loeiicine) , Jc:>SEpl 
Martinez (Frlucation), SUsan Pearscn-IBvis (Fine Arts), Alexarrler staie (MS), 
Ron Storey (Medicine), IDlald Vic.hick (Medicine), Benjimen walker (Medicine), 
James Wallace (Medicine), arxi William WOodside (Medicine). 
Mirn.rt:es of February 12, 1991. 'llle minutes of Februacy 12, 1991 were awroved 
as distrih.rt:.ed. 
l@:J~lative Report. vice President Iavid M:: Kinney presented an ~i~ of 
legislative actioos. A sumnazy sheet of the 1991-92 General Rni l\R>rq>natioos 
was dist:r.iwted to the Senate. 1t: Kinney eJq)1.ained that UNM rerei ved a 3. 9\ 
($3.S millioo) m::rease in the General F\Jn:i. '!he ~year sch:x>ls are doinJ 
better because of their growth aoo the Medical School did aboot the same as Main 
Canpis. 
~ the Research arxi PUblic SerVice Projects, M:: Kinney explained that 
l!Q}ey cannot be DDVed fran pIUJtam to prOJram am that sane acttitiooa.l furrls 
can be ootained for these ProgramS tlu'cUJh Main canp.is I&G tuitia, reverues. 
He said that there is a serioos effort to ermooe the finaocial aid program. 
last Year, the Regents allocated nrret for an.}D:::eSS ~~help~ \r.ho 
'Were l.npacted by the tuitioo i.rx:rease. '!his year, with iocreases lil state 
SI.JRx>rt am in the Pell Grant, that grant JJ.rD:¥ will be saoowhat decreased. 
'Ihe 9rarxi total of state SUf'IX)rt for higher edlratioo in:::reasoo about 4.2%. 
Pro!essar Peter D:>rato asked hoW a tuitioo ~ figured into the I.sgisla~ve 
del.iberatioos am Vice President M::: Kinrey e>eplained that there was no assurrptioo 
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of an in::rease by the Legislature. 'Ihe reasai that higher educatia, did oot get 
the 1. 4% in::rease in carpen.sation is because legislators said that the Regents 
have the autoority to raise revenues thralgh tuitia,. 'Ihis is the same prd:>lem 
w have had in the past: legislators wa,'t taJch the tuitia, issue, deduct the 
nxney an::l expect the Regents to raise tuitiat after the fact. 
Vice President It Kinney 'Weilt on to e>cplain the in::rease in the state General 
F\D'rl an::l hcM the awrcpriation is derived. He briefly reviewed legislatiat which 
had an inpact a, U?fi. 
He said he has spoken with representatives frcm cur seventeen peer in.stitutims 
am only fcur of then foresee any carpen.satia, above 4% an::l six of then will 
prooably freeze or reduce salaries. 'l\J.itiat adjustments of these institutialS 
will also be aboot the same as at UNM. He stressed that there will be oo M:'NEY 
RR~ ~ CR EXPANSIOO OF ~ ctm;. 
Senate President's Report. Senate President Gloria Birkholz reported that the 
Associate Provoot far Research an::l D?an of Graduate Sb.rlies positions have been 
cc:m,ined. She said she had relayed to ActinJ Provost Paul Risser the straw vote 
of the Senate again&: such carbination of positim.s. '!he Graduate Ccmnittee was 
in favor of the action ard the eoon:il of Deans had no prevailirg q,inia1. 
Risser, she said, had sbxlies the pros arrl <X11S of the action arrl it was finally 
felt that cxm:>inirg the positioos WOJld strergthen graduate stulles at UNM • 
'1he President's <nnx:il on Olltural Diversity plans to hold a forum oo rultural 
diversity in the Sprin;J an::l Fall regarcl.in;J hate speech an::l the First Amemment. 
Hanlicap Awareness Week. Patrice ommins, ASUNM Senator, asked the Faculty 
Senate for its suwart of Disability Awareness Week the first week in April. 
'Ihere will be a speakers forum an::I she requested that sb.rlents might be given 
sane academic credit for att.erxlirg this forum. Ac:ktitic:ntlly, she asked for 
faculty to assist in clistrib.rt:in:J informatiat. 
Aits ~ Week. Kristin Henry, A5UNM Senator am chair of the ~ Ailli 
Awareness Week anrn.mced that it WOJ.ld be held the secxni \week of April· '!he 
foeus will be~ Edtratioo She asked that faa.ilty allCN stments to participate 
in activities am also said there is a stment groop wile will attem classes to 
give Presentatia, a, AIOO. 
~ Olarpe in sick reave R:>licy. Up:xl rea:mnen:latioo of Professor ravid 
~lug of the Faall.ty & staff Benefits o:mnittee, the Senate awrov~ a~ 
Ul Sick I.eave lblicy to allCN faculty to use sick leav~ to care for an ill f~y 
lile!rt,er. Family J1eiber is to be defined as spoose, child or parent. 'Ihe policy, 
Cll page C-6 of the Faculty Han;)book will read as follCNS {new ~
Ulnerlined) : 
In cases of illness or injury to a full-time faatlty 
~. or to the me.nt>er' s sp:µ;e. dlild or parent 
!omicn requires the merrber' s c.are, requi.rinJ an extemed 
~fined here as a pericxi exceedinJ ten (10} 
WOrk:in:J days-upon :reccmneirlatia, by the ~
chaiJ:persoo, the dean arrl the ~' the President 
may awrove an exterrled sick leave with P3¥ up to a 
maxim.mi of six (6) 11X)11ths for tha;e full-time f~ty 
meni)ers \rho have had six { 6) or 100:re years of cx:nt.i.rJ,Ja.l 
seJ:Vice at the University am wk> have rot had~ extemed 
sic.Jc leave durin:J their last six 6 years of service. . 
For those woo have been at the University less than six (6) 
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years or who have been granted exterrloo sick leave durin;J 
last six (6) years of sezvice, the lenfth of the requested 
sick leave will be reduced acxx:>rdi.rxJly. 
Report fran the Q:>re Q..uriculum Q:mnittee, Professor Paul 
the core OJrriculum o:mnittee, presented a report fran the '-"..&l&IU 
was presented for diso1SSia, mly arrl will be bra.qit to the Sena 
adc:¢ioo of the prin=iples. 
D:lvis explained the difficult task of the Ccmnittee ard the 
plilosq;:hy beb.1een the traditiaialist an:l the revisiatl.st point o 
'!be prq:>osed program, he explained, is a fair-year general a1 p1ro:n-allD 
in 
- not introductory arrl not remedial. It is cx::trplementary to other prcxzr;ams 
already in exist:.ezre. 'Ihe prtp:)SE!d prc:qram will initiate an ergo process o 
general education whidl is currently lackm]. 
He explained wily the Ccmnittee was requestinJ awrova.1 in p .in:ipl 
atl)roval of the plan itself. He said the prcqram offers q:p:lI'tuni 
""10rk in many different areas ard that the issue of prot:ectirg " 
up. 1'llch ioore di sa JSSiai is needed in the coll0CJe5 am del::>a.J:1:mcm::s 
therefore requested that the Senate disalSS the report, that i 
oon.stituents for further disaJSSion arxl brcu;Jht back fo 
April meethq. 
After a disaJSSian of the follMB] eleven points, the Senate voic.ea 
Prcposa]. Wltil the April Senate meet.in;J: 
1. UNM shoold establish a core program required o all 
baccalaureate degrees. 
2. 'Ihe oore shoold be a limit.ed program, cx:nprisi.nJ 24 
3. 'Ihe oore shoold mt be an introductory pztxJiam, rut 
contirrues ~ the urrlergraduate years, in::orpo 
arrl l.Jft)er divisia, w10rlc, fran intrcrlucto.ry t:h.rtU;Jh 
4. 'Ihe program shoold i.ntitxluce stu:Jents to different ys 0 
teadl that there are nany di verse ways to urrlerstan:l arr;{ 
'Ihe program shoold be flexible, enabliixJ ~ . ~ 5. 
to meet the guidelines for the pro;µ:am arrl allCM]Jl:J in:ll 
to fulfill the req..i.ireJient in different ways· 
6. '!be PI'O:Jiam shatld .uclu:ie ooth traditiooal arxl • . 
perspectives, enabli.nJ stooents to uooerstard both imeri 
arrl the challei-ges to them. 
7. A Di.rector of the Q:>re Prograill will be ai:;pointed to 
Provoot, an:l administer the oore a.irriculum. 
'Any faa.11.ty ne,•er \lib> wishes sho.1ld be able to 8. 
arrl teadl in the o:,re Prograill withOOt penalty· 
all W'rlergraduate ex>lleges shoUld be erecmaged to 
9. A selected groop of te.nJred faa.11. ty will 
Program an:l serve for specified terms as core 
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10. '1he Cbre Olrria.llum Ccmni.ttee, awointed by the Faculty Senate, will 
oversee the program arrl :rea.:rwerxi to the t.Jrrlergraduate CCmnittee any 
major charges in the O:lre Prcx]tam or its structure, ard to the 
Olrricula Ccmnittee any chanJes in the six cx,re categories ca: 1-6). 
11. 'lhe program will be instituted in i:nases over a pericxi of fa.tr years. 
Disa.l5Sion re am Recarmerrlation for Transfer of D Grade. '1his item was 
presented for discussion only. Cirrly stuart, Director of .Adm:issioos, said that 
the Cmmi.ssioo on Higher Education has prqx:sed that grades of D be transferred 
between New Mexicx,' s two-year arrl frur-year colleges. 
ASUNM has requested that native st\Xlents an:l transfer sttrlents oot be treated 
in the ~ manner regardin;J the grade of o. 'lhe recx:mrerrlatiat is airrentl y 
oo the Govenx>r' s desk for cq:proval or di.sawrc,val arrl may be vetoed by him in 
\Ttricn case :oo action by the UNM Faculty Senate wc,.ild be neoes.5aIY. 
It was ioc,ved to table the recx:mrerrlatian until the April meet.in]. 
Items fran the OJrria.11.a o:mnitt.ee. '1he followirg items fran the Olrricula 
Ccmnittee were awroved by the Senate: 
a) an Associate of Arts Degree in Sruthwest Sbxlies at u::s Alanx:s 
b) a revision of the major arrl min:>r in o:mmmicative Disorders 
c) minor revisions of the major arrl a naroo charge for Russian Sb.dies 
d) a nane chan:Je for the Managaoont Master's Program · 
e) a nane chan:Je arrl rew major for Ibero-American stu:lies . 
f) deletion of the Associate of >,wlied scierx:,e in Q:lrp.Iter ProgranmiJXJ 
Iten fran the Graduate a::mnittee. Upon reccmnenjation of the Graduate O:mnittee, 
a th.D. cx:irrentration in camselirg PsycholCXJY was awroved. 
'lhe neetin;J adjourned at 5:25 p.m. 
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UNM FACULTY SENATE 
r - 434 
SUBJECT: Proposed Change in Sick Leave Policy 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve the change 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
The Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee has been 
studying the current sick leave policy and has found 
that some departments allow employees to use sick 
leave to care for a sick child while other depart-
ments determine that only annual leave may be taken 
for this reason. The committee recommends that the 
sick leave policy be changed to insure uniformity in 
its interpretation. 
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Leave Pol icy 
~ - .,. 'lt-
. '"il'vJ CURRENT POLICY: An employee may take earned sick leave only for her/his own 
illness. 
PROPOSED CHANGE: The subcommittee recommends that the sick leave policy be 
amended so that an employee may also use earned sick leave to care for an 111 
family member. Fam11y member here is interpreted as a spouse, child or parent. 
After discussion the motion was passed on a voice vote. 
Proposed Faculty Handbook language, page C-6 
In cases of illness or injury to a fu 1J- tjme faculty member, or to the 
member's spouse, ch11 d, or parent whjch regujres the member's care, 
requiring an extended absence--defined here as a period exceeding ten ( 1 O) 
working days--upon recommendation by the department chairperson, the dean and 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the President may approve and extended 
sick leave with pay up to a maximum of six (6) months for those full-time faculty 
members who have had six (6) or more years of continuous service at the 
University and who have not had an extended sick leave during their last sfx (6) 
years of service. For those who have been at the University less than six (6) years 
or who have been granted extended sick leave during their last slx (6) years of 
service, the length of the requested sick leave will be reduced accordingly. 
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UNM FACULTY SENATE 
SUBJECT: Report of the Core Cuniculum Committee 
REQUESTED ACTION: Table for Adoption in Principle at the April Meeting 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
The Core Curriculum Committee, a committee of the Facuhy n t 
appointed in Spring 1990. has completed i~ recomm ndation . 
general education (disoibution) requirements in most of M' 
undergraduate colleges mandate about 50 hours of rather mi II n 
unordered courses. This report proposes to take a ut half f th h u 
for a sequence of core courses (CC 1-6) that meets ifi rit ria of 
and content. All interested departments and faculty sh uld a I t ft r 
courses that meet these criteria. Student credit hours for C culty t chin 
the program will be credited to the departments fr m whi h th C ult 
come. 
We recommend that the report be adopted in principle at th A ril m tin 
and that the Senate appoint a standing Comminee n the uniculum t 
work with the Director of the Core Program to implement th p 
described in the report. The principles that would appr v 
action are listed on page 1 of the repon. 
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The Core Curriculum: A Report to the UNM Faculty Senate 
Th~ Core Cu~culum Commi!tee! a subco~ittee of the Faculty Senate appointed in Spring 1990, has 
arnv~ al a point whe~e we thmk 1t appropnate to repon to the faculty on our deliberations and 10 seek 
reacuons and suggesuons. 
Existing general education (distribution) requirements in most of UNM's undergraduate colleges 
mandate about 50 hours of rather misceµaneous and unordered courses. This repon proposes 10 take 
half of these hours for a sequence of core courses (CC 1-6) that meet specific criteria of breadth and 
content . All interested departments and faculty should be able to offer courses meeting these cri teria. 
Student credit hours for faculty teaching in the core program will be credited to the departments from 
which the faculty come. 
We recommend that the following repon be adopted in principle, and that the Senate appoint a 
standing Committee on the Core Curriculum to work with the Director of the Core Program 10 
implement the program described herein. The principles thus approved would he as fo llows: 
1. UNM should establish a core program required of all candidates for baccalaureate degrees. 
2. The core should be a limited program, comprising 24 hours (8 courses). 
3. The core should not be an introductory program, but rather one that continues throughout 
the undergraduate years, incorporating both lower and upper division work , from 
introductory through capstone courses. 
4. The program should introduce students to different ways of knowing .ind teach 1ha1 there 
are many diverse ways to understand any topic. 
5. The program should be flexible, enabling courses from many depann:ien1s to ~ eel .rhe guide-
lines for the program and allowing individual students to fulfill the requirements in di fferent ways. 
6. The program should include both traditional and contemporary perspectives, enabling 
students to understand both inherited traditions and the challenges to them. 
7. A Director of the Core Program will be appointed 10 serve, under the Provost, and 
administer the core curriculum. 
8. Any faculty member who wishes should be able to propose core courses and teach in the 
Core Program without penalty. Faculty members from all undergrad uate colleges should he 
encouraged to participate. 
9. A _selected group of tenured faculty will share direction of the Core Program and serve for 
specified tenns as Core Associates. 
10. The Core Curriculum Committee, appointed by the F~culty Senat~. will oversee the pro~m 
and recommend to the Undergraduate Committee any ~aJor c~anges tn the 0>re Program or us 
structure, and to the Curricula Committee any changes m the six core categones (CC 1-6). 
l l. The program will be instituted in phases over a period of four years. 
These principles are explained and illustrated in the repon that follows. 
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Core Cuniculum--2 
The organization of this report. 
This report _is organiz~ hierarchically. It begins with the important principles we helicvc 
are .th~ crux of the issues ~e d1scu.ss_. The ~y _of the report discusses these principles and how 
we arn~ed at them. It begms by g1vmg a bnef history of our deliberntions and some of the 
ah~rna!1~es we consid<:red. Then it describes broadly the program we propose, the principles on 
~vh1ch tt is b~sed, the six core areas we recommend, and, finally, the organization and 
1mplementanon of !he Core Program. In the appendix to the report, we go into much greater detail 
about _each of ~ur six reconunended ~ore areas. suggesting guidelines for course concent and 
sel~cuo~. We rnclud~ thes: detailed guidelines in the appendix as suggested models, not as rules 
,~ntlen m_sto_ne. By rncludmg them, we hope to indicate how such guidelines might work and the 
ku~d o( cnter:ia for co~rse s_election we think appropriate. We also hope that these derailed 
gu,dehnes will make tt easier to connect real courses to our proposals. Approval of this report 
should not be considered approval for all of these specific guidelines, but rather for the principles 
and the process described on the opening page. 
What is a Core Curriculum? 
There seem to be almost as many versions of core cunicula as there are schools that have 
them. At some schools the core contains aJl courses that meet general education requirements. A1 
others the core is a skills program in reading, writing, and mathematics. Many "more selective" 
schools use the tem1 to describe traditional "great books" programs that introduce their students to 
the classics. Newer versions of such programs sometimes set their goal as cultural literacy. 
Another popular model for the core offers interdisciplinary courses in humanities, social sciences. 
natural sciences, and, sometimes, in some more unusual categories like moral re.1soning or glohal 
studies. 
Core requirements are often defined in contrast to distribution requirements. A core 
program sets a list of specific courses required of all students while a distribution progntm rC(J uires 
students to choose courses that fit certain categories. Most schools mix core and distriburion 
~equirements. At UNM, for example, the only core course is one in freshman composition. which 
1s required of all undergraduates. All other general education requirements are set by individua l 
colleges and most of these requirements are part distribution syste_ms: . . 
. Perhaps the most important difference between core and d1stn~ut1on programs 1s a . 
philosophic one. The distribution approach assumes a free market rntJ_onale, that ~tudents_ will 
c(ioose for themselves the most appropriate genera] education courses 1f they are given a ltule 
direction and an array of alternative possibilities. Critics of such programs argue that many 
students make ill-informed or inappropriate choices and th~t even though tl_1ey ha~e a vasr array of 
courses from which to choose most of these courses are directed to potential maJors r.tther 1han to 
general students. Core progra~s attempt to address the s~on-co~ings of distribution requirements 
by developing a curricular rationale for the general education reqmrements that addresses the needs 
of non-majors and connects the required courses into a coherent program. 
How many schools have core programs? 
Only a few small colleges have a complete core program--the best known and most 
thorou~h is probably the program at St John's. _Ho~ev~r, ~)most e~ery school sets general 
e.duc:umn requirements that mix core courses wllh d1stnbut1on reqmreme~ts. Over the 
years curricular reform has tended to move in cycles, shifting the balance in general 
edu~ation requirements in one direction or the other. In the 19(,()s many schools replaced 
tra~uional core requirements with very flexibl~ distribution prog:3~s. ~urrentJ~, about ~ Yo of American institutions of higher education are replacing d1st.nbuuon reqrnrements 
Wllh new core programs. This was the task assigned to our commutee. 
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Core Curriculum--3 
\\'hat kinds or programs did we consider? 
We looke9 at sever~! different kinds of core programs as possible models and we rcjcncd 
m:11~y of them as inappropnate for U~.M. We began wi!h the 50 Hours program proposed hy 1hc 
N,lll?~al Endowme.nr for the Hun:iamues, but we found ,1t too extensive and constraining, for by 
reqmr!ng 50 ho~rs It would conslltute all of the non-maJor work for many students, especially 
those in pro_fe.ss1onal programs. We agreed that our program should be limited one, one that 
allowed md1v1dual colleges and departments to set general education requirements of their own to 
compl<?ment the core. We set as our goal a program that would constitute about half of the general 
education courses taken by most students, somewhere between 18 and 30 hours. leaving an equal 
number of hours ~or general education courses required by individual colleges. 
We also did not want our core to be a "remedial" program, as many of the skills progr,un. 
we looked at seemed to be. Such programs create the impression that general education course. 
nre hur~les, preparatory experiences to be gotten over before real learning begins. But we . ee the 
core as inculcating habits of mind, intellectual disciplines, and points of view shared by all 
educated people. We have in mind such skills and abilities as reading and thinking critically: 
eval~1ating information and ideas; understanding different points of view; defining, analyzing, and 
sol_vmg problems; arguing logically and persuasively; writing clearly and cogently. And such 
attitudes as skepticism, respect for civilized discourse, a sense of history, tolerance, civic 
responsibility, intellectual courage and integrity. These are capabilities and qualities on which all 
e?ucated people can agree. They are what a university is about--the values that unite us in our 
diversity. They develop throughout one's education--and one's life--and provide the centering 
context for more specialized studies or vocational preparation. Thus we recommend a core chat 
complements the students' major work, encouraging them to connect their specialized s1udies \\'ith 
broader social issues and human concerns. The core will be an on-going part of their educaticmal 
experience throughout their undergraduate years. 
Finally, we considered the subject matter of the core courses. We looked at . ever.ti 
ela?orate distribution/core programs which established long lists of existing cou:-ies thal mec 
vanous categories in the core program. But these schemes were often so complicated and offered 
so many choices, that they seemed no better to us than the distribution systems they replaced. f-or 
one o~ the virtues of a core progrc1m--perhaps its gre~test virtue--i~ that it provides a co~1mon 
experience that all students share and thus promotes intellectual discourse and commun~ty on the 
campus. Such benefits are lost, we think, when the core program offers too many choices. 
Great books proorams which begin with a list of canonical texts do provide a common 
experience for all stude;ts, but often they do so by imposing a narrow~y defined culture on all_ 
s1~1d~nts. Such narrowness may not be inappropriate at a s~ll,_ selective college that ~efincs 11. 
m1ss1on in terms of a particular ideology or pers~cti~e, b~t It ?1d not seem an appropnace 
appr?ach to take at a diverse and pluralistic pu~hc ~mve_rsitr like UNM. In fact, when ~ve 
considered the distinctiveness of UNM, it was as d1vers1ty, 1ts acknowledgement of native 
cultures, oral traditions, and indigenous ideas that marked it_s character. For many decades ~H1r 
programs in anthropology, archeology, Spanish language, literature, ~nd_ fol~ culture, the v1s11:il 
and_ perfomiing arts have been central in defining the.ch~cter of the msnt_uuon .. More r~ncly 
L.1t1~ American Snidies programs have extend~ re!ponal 1~terests to hem1_sphenc ones. New 
Mexico with its multicultural heritage has an ethical 1mperanv~ to promote. mtercultural tol;r.inc . 
unde_rstanding, and social pluralism. We considered sugg:sn~n~ t~ require co~rses on New 
Mexico history or culture as ways 10 incorporate New Mexico _s d1stmcuveness into the core 
program, but instead of such specific requirements, ':"e h~ve m<:<1 to develop our whole core 
proposal in relation to the values and challenges of d1vers1ty which seemed to us 10 define the 
distinctive character of both UNM and the state. . · 
. In choosing diversity as the unifying concept for the core p~opo5:1I, we a~e ~ol JllSt P:~yrng 
hp service to a faddish political platitude or pandering to New Mex1_cans rom:~nt1c ~elf-dclu. 1011 . 
A · · · · · · d. a s of knowrno the uni vers11v celchr.11(' 
_s ,Ill inst1tut1on that bnngs to!:!.ether many 1vergent w Y· . ~· . ~ . . · . . 
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Core Cuniculum--4 
face? What bett<:r issues to center a core curriculum than these most pressing and emotional 
concerns of our ume? What better preparation for life than to encourage our students 10 address 
these issues rationally, thoughtfulJy, and tolerantly? 
The program we propose. 
The UNM Core Program incorporates diversity by centering on different ways of knowing. Ir is 
based on the following principles: 
I There are many ways of knowing by which humans understand themselves and their world: 
the ways of knowing that we employ strongly influence what we know and believe (CC I). 
2 We can become more skillful in a particular way of knowing by studying its expression in a 
variety of contexts, by learning its methodology, by appreciating its possibilities and irs 
limitations (CC 2). 
3. A society's cultural and intellectual traditions define its identity and influence what is 
known (CC 3). 
4. Our own cultural presuppositions are often best understood when our traditions are 
contrasted with those of other societies (CC 4). 
5. We understand our place in contemporary American society by examining socially 
constructed differences (CC 5). 
6. We test the efficacy of our ways of knowing by seeing if they help us answer imponani 
questions and solve real problems (CC 6). 
The UNM Core embodies these principles in a six-part core program: 
How many core courses should be required? . . 
This core proposal is flexible in detennining the number of hours reqmred. Th~ Committee 
recommends a 24-hour program: one course each in Co~e I. and Core 6; three courses m Core 2 
and Core 3; and three courses in Core 4 and Core 5. llus eight-course program can make_genernl 
education an on-going part of the student's total education, calling for one core course dunng each 
semester in an eight-semester degree program. 
100 
CC 1 INTRODUCTION TO rnE CORE 3HRS. LEVEL 
9HRS. I CC2 CC3 I 200 WAYS OF CULTURAL AND AT LEAST 
LEVEL KNOWING INTELLECTUAL 3 HRS IN EACH 
SCIENCE REQUIRED TRADITIONS 
300 CC4 CC5 
9HRS 
WORLD AMERICAN AT LEAST 
LEVEL 
CULTURES DIVERSITY 3 HRS IN EACH 
400 CAPSTONE PROORAM 3HRS. 
LEVEL CC6 INTERDISCIPLINARY SEMINAR 
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Core Cuniculum--5 
CC 1. Introduction to the C?re. In this first course for all students, a single topic is 
e.xp.Iored ~rom ~t. l~ast three maJ~r w~ys of knowing. T~ese ways may include, but are not 
hn~tted !O· empmc_is!11 and the sc1ennfic method, revelation, introspection, aestheticism, 
ra~on~hsm, histonctsm, ~ermeneutics, experiential learning. Representative topics for Core I 
might include: W?rk and its value, progress, the state and the individual, southwestern an, 
human reproduction, etc. 
CC 2: Ways o~ Kr:iowing. ~ac~ course in Core 2 concentrates on a particular way of 
knowi~g, st~d~n~ It~ expression m several tex~, cases, or situations; its methodology: its 
results, ~~d Its hrrutanons. All students are required to take a Core 2A course in science ;rnd 
the empmcal method. Other Core 2B courses might include the approaches listed for CC I. 
~C ~- Cultu.~I and Intellectual Traditions. Core 3 courses broadly survey specific 
mher_1ted trad1t10ns. Through study of ideas contained in philosophic, literary, and scieniific 
classics, works of architecture, music, visual art, and technology, Core 3 courses seek to 
~evelop critical thinking and writing skills and an awareness of inherited cultural and 
intellectual traditions. 
CC 4. World Cultures How knowledge is approached and valued varies from culture to 
culture. By studying another culture, we learn not only about that culture but also about 
ourselves. Existing area study courses in the language, literature, ans, ethnography. 
geog:raphy, etc. of foreign cultures will satisfy this requirement; we think a course about 
Mexico would be a particularly appropriate Core 4 course. Studying abrond may meet this 
core requirement. 
CC 5: American Diversity. As the United States defines itself more and more as a 
pluralistic society, it becomes increasingly important to understand our society from more 
than a single perspective and to recognize the many communities of shared experiences and 
values that make it up. Self perceptions, approaches to knowledge, and values significantly 
depend on socially constructed roles and statuses. Such socially constructed differences 
commonly include, but are not restricted to, race, ethnicity, gender, and class. Core 5 
courses study American culture with reference to these socially cons1mc1ed differences. 
Existing courses in many departmenls, especially in the social sciences, as well as courses in 
ethnic studies and women studies, may satisfy this requirement. 
The Capstone Program 
Senior seminars and individual projects can help graduati~g stu~ents. become aware o~ t~eir 
level of professional expertise or their degree of mastery m their maJors or other spec1ah~ed 
fields. The senior experience in the Core Program should help students understand what It 
means to be educated and what educated people can co~tribute _io the larger commu~iry. To 
aniculate these goals, we propose interdisciplinary proJect seminars. After compleung 90 
hours toward a degree, students are required to take one Core 6 course. 
" 
CC 6: Interdisciplinary Project Seminars. In these interdisciplinary se~1inars 
s!ud~nts will apply their knowledge and abilities to prob~ems of hum~n an~ social 
s1¥nifi~ance. Working in collaborative tea~s, t_hese proJect groups \~tll bnng _together reo_~le 
w11h disparate abilites 10 analyze a community issue an~ define pass1ble soluttons, addrc. ~ ,1 
soci~tl problem, prepare a plan, a publication, an aesthenc ex~nence, a _report. The~ . 
seminars can be one-semester, finite projects, such as producing an exhtb~t or a publtcauon. 
Others may be continuing projects--helping in the devel?pment of the Nauonal _Petroglyph 
Park, for example--in which students each semester build on the work of previous groups. 
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Core Curriculum--6 
. More trad~ti?nalJy academic sem!nars might be developed around a significant topic or 
1ssue--e.g. educational reform, the ~~lted States and t~e Islamic world, global wam1ing. 
Student~ could unde~take mo~ trad1t1onal research projects in these seminars as well as 
appropnate con:imumty ~ucano~ and action projects. A group of such topical seminars 
might be coordmat~ w1~h ~ s~nes of l~tures, debates, and other public programs that 
would relate the Umverstty m its educanonal mission with the wider community. 
Fuller descriptions of these core programs, the criteria for selecting courses in each area, and 
examples of some representative courses are included in the appendix to this repon. 
. This core program has a distinct beginning, middle, and end. It begins with a common 
mtroductory co_urse and ends with a capstone experience. The four middle components--CC 2: 
Ways of Knowing; CC 3: Intellectual and Cultural Traditions; CC 4: World Cultures, and CC 5: 
American Diversity--fall broadly into two levels. CC 2 and 3 roughly correspond to 200-Jevel 
courses; CC 4 and 5 to 300-level courses. So the core program we envision is a 4-year program, 
one that complements the students' specialized studies throughout their undergraduate careers. 
At the same time, the program is flexible and doable. We hope the core guidelines will 
pr<;>mp_t new course proposals, but there are also many existing courses that will meet the 
gu1dehnes or that can be adapted to meet the guidelines for each of the core areas .. Thus the 
pro~am has a core concept and clear structure, but it is flexible and allows for considerable 
md1v1dual variation. 
This core program does not attempt to define the total general education requirement for any 
student, or for any college or department. Rather, it establishes a core on which to build other 
general education requirements . 
How does this program relate to existing requirements? 
. This core program does not attempt to replace all current genernl education requirements. 
Smee most colleges currently require somewhere between 50 and 60 general education hours, the 
new core amounts to a little less than half of the current general education requirement. 
N~r do we propose adding to existing requireme~ts. Rat~er, we su_ggest t~at, if the Core 
Program 1s adopted, each college revise its general educanon requirements m relau_on to the core 
pro~~am, setting requirements that complement the core and meet the needs ~f their s!udents. Such 
rev1s1on can be a healthy process, especially in colleges where general educauon reqmrements have 
not been significantly reviewed for many years. . 
. By "complementary" requirements, we have in mind, for ex~mple, following th~ Core 2 
science course with a lab science requirement, or the Core 4 course rn another culture with a 
1anguage requirement. These general education hours could also extend the student beyond the 
•~tr~uctory level. A Core 4 course in Mexico, for example, could be_ follow~ by some uppcr-
d1v1s10~ work in particular aspects of Mexico, by stud~ o~ another Lann Am~ncan culture, by :i 
cou~se rn the Mexican-American experience. lnterdisc1phnary capstone ~mmars offered by 
pamcular departments could be taken to satisfy both major and core requirements. 
\Vho will teach in the core program? . . . 
Because the core is a program of all the faculty and one that inculcates quahties common to 
all educated people, we believe that it should be taught by as m~ny of t~e faculty as can be 
encouraged to participate. Ideally, fill UNM faculty should part1c!pate in the core, t? th~ grear 
~nefit of both students and faculty, for such participation would 1mpro~e communication between 
a.culty and undergraduate students as well as between the facult_y o~ va_nous ~epar1ments. We 
expect that such participation would endow UNM, a large state msutution, w1~h some of ~he 
~•.1efits traditionally ascribed to small private colleges, namely more per~on~li~ed educat~~~: ~n~re 
:n!in~ate contact between students and faculty, more awareness of.other d1sc1phnes and :-ic11, Illes 
V1thin the university--and, incidentally, with better student retenuon. 
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Core Curriculum--
. The core should _not be a program abandoned to teaching assistants or pan-time facu lty and 
11 shout~! ~ot be housed 111 a separate college or division. As a program of .ill the faculty. it should 
be adrrnnistered from the Provost's office and guided by a faculty committee. 
. .The teachi!lg faculty_ for t_he core courses would come from throughout the 
un1vers1ty. We believe that this flexible core program offers opportunities for faculty members in 
every depanment and college to propose appropriate existing or new courses. We hope that the 
intrinsic rewards of the program--the chance to teach general students, the discussion fom1at, the 
concentration on public issues, the opportunity to work with faculty outside one's own 
department, the involvement in a University-wide teaching endeavor--will encourage many facuhy 
!O propose courses for the program. We recommend that student credit hours generated by faculty 
in the Core Program be returned to the departments from which the faculty members come. ·nws a 
department will not lose SCH when one of its teachers opts to teach a core course. However. " 'r 
believe there may need to be some unusual inducements, especially in the beginning, to encnu,-.1:!r 
faculty to propose core courses and to enable departments to release faculty for core teaching. 
Perhaps the hours generated in the Core Program could be weighted--:11 1.2. for example--so that a 
Core enrollee would be a bit more valuable than a regular enrollee. 
There also need to be some faculty who are primarily identified with the program. for 10 ht' 
visible on campus, the Core Program needs to be more than an administrator's office. There needs 
to be a center for students, something like the Honors Center perhaps, and an identifiable faculty. 
We do not recommend that there be a permanent core faculty. Rather we suggest that besides the 
director, the Core Program have a faculty of eight distinguished teachers, each serving a four-y ar 
staggered term. These Core Associates could be chosen from the regular tenured faculty a. 
master teachers or outstanding teachers and, during their tenure as Co~ Associat_es, ~hey woulci 
work half time in the Core Program and receive an added stipend. Besides teaching in core 
courses, each Core Associate would be responsible for coordinating pan of the program by 
clrniring a committee to review course proposals, helping to implemenr faculty developmenr 
activities, etc. 
Althoueh we think the Core Associates should be selected from the tenured faculty, we 
think it is impo~nant to have as diverse a faculty teaching in the Core Program as possible. yve 
want panicipants from the professional colleges as well as from the_Coll~ge of Ans and Sciences. 
non-tenured assistant professors as well as semi-emeriti. It is espec1ally 1i:11portanr that facu lt~ 
representing different cultural, ethnic and racial backgrounds be mvolved 111 a progrnm comm111ed 
to the principle of diversity. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE CORE PROGRAM 
PROVOST FACULTY SENATE 
CURRICULA UNDER~DUA TE 
COMMITTEE COMMITTEE 
DIRECTOR OF THE CORE CORE PROGRAM 
PROGRAM COMMITT66 
OTHEi FACULTI' TEACHING IN THE CORE PROGRAM 
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Core Curriculum--R 
llow would the core courses be taught? 
We do ~ot pr~pose any unusual teaching arrangements. Some core courses will be k clllr\.' 
base~; others dtscuss1on centered. Some will include field experiences, be project centered, or 
require r~search papers. In sho~ the _variety of teaching techniques and approaches that 
charact~nze ou~ class.es as a whole will probably be replicated in the Core Program. However, the 
propomon of dtscuss1on _l<? lecture 7Iasses will probably diverge from the nom1. Many of the core 
courses cal_l fo_r more wntmg than 1s usual, especially in large lower-division courses. Courses 
t1rn~ deal wll~ issues _m~ed to ~ small enough_ to facilitate discussion. Project classes need to be 
hm11ed to acllve parttctpants m the group It 1s most imponant, we think, that there be real con1ac1 
b~t~een p~ofessors and students in the Core program. Critical inquiry, rational discussion, and 
c1vI11zed dt~course can only be fostered in a context where everyone has a chance to participare and 
t~ talk .. Tots d<?Cs not mean that every Core class will have to hold all of its meetings in small. 
d1scusston secttons, but it does mean that there will be many more small classes in the Core 
Program than in many current general education courses. And because of the commitment in our 
program to diversity and to different perspectives, there will be more interdisciplinary and team-
taught courses in the core program than in the regular curriculum. 
How would this program be administered? 
We recommend that the Core Program be administered by a Director who will serve 11ncicr 
the Provost and by a Core Program Committee appointed by the Faculty Senate. The commi11ee 
wo~ild serve as a general steering committee for the program, advising the Director, fom1ula1in~ 
policy for the progrnm, and recommending changes in the curricula to the Curricula Committ\;l'. 
The Core Program Committee should be broadly representative of the faculty, including mcmher:-; 
from at least four of the undergraduate colleges, both tenured and non-tenured facuhy. some 
representatives from the ethnic and/or women studies programs, as well as at least one s111de111 
member. The Director of the Core Program will serve ex officio. 
How should this report be implemented? 
. We recommend that this repon be adopted in principle by the Fact_1lty Senate. \~e have 
hsted the principles that we believe such an action will affirm on the opening page of thts 
document. 
. If the program is adopted, then we suggest that it be phased in on a f?ur-year s.chedulc. 
During the first vear a Director would be chosen and a Core Program Commmee appornteci . The~ 
would seek app;oval for the Core Curriculum described in this document, though perha~s revised 
by f~1rther deliberation or upon recommendations in the approval ~~te. After ;-ipproval ot the 
curnculum by the Curriculum Committee, the Director would sohcn course proposals for Cor\.' 1 tn 
be rev!ewed by the Core Program Comminee and to be offered in Fall I 992. The first two C0rc 
Associates would be chosen for the J 992-93 academic year. Over the next two and o~e half Y:ars. 
the remaining core levels could be established on a schedule d.eveloped by t~e Core D1rec1or. 1:ach 
academic year t,vo more Core Associates would be added unul the total of eight wa. reached. 
Wh~, should a core program be adopted at UN~? . . . 
Aside from the merits--or limitations--of the pamcular progr~m th~t we propose 111 th is 
document, there are other significant reasons for giving serious cons1dernuon 10 a core program at 
UNM. The most compelling arguments for establishing a c<:>re P"?gram may be those 1.hat co_u_lo he 
;11acle .for almost any program. We believe these larger cons1derauons should he taken into :H. l 011n1 
n deliberating our proposal. 
I. A core pro!!ram can renter the academic community. \Vhen all students take some c0ur:-c..·-; 111 
C:()inmon, when the institution commits itself to an educational P.hilos.ophy, and wh~n f~rnlty 
become participants in the oeneral educational mission of the umvers11y .. 1hen there are :-om~ . 
l'()mmon experiences and t~iderstandings that can promote dialogue on issues other than parking. 
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Core Curriculum--9 
2. A core program will aniculate a philosophy of education, The core makes a sta1emem 10 
students, to citizens of the state, and to ourselves about what a UNM educa1ion means and tht: 
principles on which it is based. Our proposal is committed to ways of knowing as 1he core subject 
of a UNM education and to diversity as a cultural, intellectual, and academic principle. 
3. A core program will embody UNM's comminnent to quality undergraduate education, A core is 
visible evidence that the faculty cares about all of the student's undergraduate education, not just 
about major or professional courses. 
4. A core program can unite the faculty and promote dialogue across disciplinary and depanmen1al 
boundaries. 
5. A core program will make academic considerations primary in general education reg uiremen ts. 
By centering general education in a coherent and unified program, academic criteria can replace the 
political "turf' considerations that often characterize discussions of distribution requ irement .. 
Fiinher, by placing an academic program with a faculty at the center of undergraduate general 
education, we restore a faculty presence to an area of our educational program that has be~~ ~otable 
for the absence of faculty guidance. Over time the core program may help to restore cred1 b1hty to 
general education programs. By adopting a core program we will encourage reconsideration of 
ex isting requ irements and establish a center for ongoing discussion and review of our general 
education programs. 
Submitted by the Core Curriculum Committee: 
Paul Davis, English, Chair 
Philip K. Bock, Anthropology 
Douglas George, Art and Art History 
Brian Hansen, Theater and Dance 
Betsy Jameson, History, Women Studies 
Roy Johnson, Civil Engineering 
Bernard Moret. Computer Science 
David Null , Zimmerman Library 
Shiami Oklinor, African-American Studies 
Sandra Schwanberg, Nursing 
Warren Smith, Modem and Classical Languages 
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Core Curriculum-- I 0 
Appendix 
In the following pages we do not describe courses, but rather guidelines to generate course 
prop~sals from the faculty. In talcing this approach, we are following a process similar to ones 
used m many core programs around the country. In the widely-reported "Cultures, Ideas, and 
Values" core at Stanford, a program similar to our proposed Core 3, there are 8 different courses 
from different departments that meet the course guidelines. Students may choose any one of 1he 
courses to meet the requirement. The courses at Stanford range from fairly traditional great books 
and western civilization courses taught by the literature and history faculties to such innovat ive 
co_urs~s as "Western Culture and Technology," an interdisciplinary course taught by historians and 
sc1ent1sts, and "Europe and the Americas," a course on the ways in which European thought has 
related to indigenous cultural traditions of the western hemisphere. We hope that there will be 
similar variety in each of our core areas and that our program will include both new and exis1i11g 
courses, traditional and innovative approaches. 
The goals and guidelines for each of our six core areas that follow are not wri11en in s1011c 
We expect that they will be revised and modified as the program develops. Indeed one of the 
virtues of an established core program is that such changes can be made as appropriate. However, 
these guidelines indicate an appropriate starting point and should suggest many other possibiliries 
for course proposals than the particular examples we have given. 
CC I: Introduction to the Core 
This course introduces the centra1 concept of the core curric~lum, different ways ~f knowing, by 
exploring a single topic of broad significance from several d1ff e~ent w~ys of or~enng, . 
understanding, interpreting, knowing. Although individual s~u.on_s will treat different subJects, all 
Core I courses will introduce the concepts (1) that different d1sc1phnes and _approaches to 
knowledge exist, (2) that methodology and epistemology affect understand1~g: a~d (3) that 1he 
assumptions and social experience of the knower affect perceptions of what It 1s important to kno\\' 
and how it is known. 
Core One Guidelines: 
1. Core I courses should address a topic of broad human significance that lends itself 
to interdisciplinary exploration. .. . .. . . 
~- The topic is addressed from at least three ways ~f k~owmg. These way~ might 
mclude, but are not limited to: empiricism and the sc1e~n~c me~hod; _aesthetici~m, 
historicism, revelation, introspection, dialectical matenah~m, b1?social analysis, . 
psychological analysis, intellectual processes (such as logic, ethical/moral reasoning, 
etc.), and experiential learning. . 
3. The methods and assumptions of the ways of k~owing u5C? m the course should be 
made explicit and their implications for understanding the.subJect explored. 
4. The value and significance of the topic for JJ<:rsons o~ different social or ~u~tural 
experiences (persons of different cultures, ethmc or racial b~ckgrounds, religions, 
cla~ses, genders, ages) should be considered. Th~ purpose 1s to expl_ore how the_ saf!lC 
~op1c may have different value or meaning depending on the perspecuve from which 11 
1s understood. . 
5. To facilitate the presentation of different approaches and persp~cttv00es, cotd,~f~s can be t · · · T f th cot1rse should 1ntr uce 1 ,erent cam-taught or use v1snmg speakers. exts or e · · 
perspectives. 
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Core Curriculum-- I I 
6. Courses should be one-semester, 3-hour offerings. 
7. Each co_urse should re9uire at least three-substantial papers or other appropriate 
prod_ucts .Uo~mals, c~eauve works, etc.) that stimulate students to clarify the processes 
and 1mphcauons of different ways of knowing and that encourage them to recognize 
how they approach the subject and the values they attach to it. 
8. Propos~ls should include (l) the title and (2) teacher/s for the course, (3) a brief description 
of the subJect of the course and how it lends itself to exploration from a variety of perspectives, 
(4) a brief description of the ways of knowing to be explored and the perspectives from which 
the subject will be approached, (4) a briefly annotated list of texts and materials to be used , and 
(5) a narrative description of the process of the course, indicating how it will clarify approaches 
to the subject, the diverse perspectives and meaning it holds for different groups, and the 
implications of those different ways of knowing. 
A Representative Course: "Human Reproduction." Using empirical/scientific approaches tn 
explain conception and the new technologies of contraception and fertility; ethical/philosophic 
approaches to explore the ethics of abortion, contraception, surrogate mothering; personal nan-.11iv~ 
and film to explore male and female experiences of pregnancy, birth, and parenting; and 
comparative cultural constructions (anthropological/historical)to consider such questions as when 
life hegins, who is a parent, and what constitutes appropriate care for newborns. The diverse 
perspectives of sex and class will be applied to conception; of gender, race, class, and religion to 
questions of reprod uctive choice and the development of reproductive technologies; of gender . 
time, and culture to issues of parenting. 
CC 2: \Vays of Knowing 
Each course in Core 2 builds upon the Core I requirement and concentrat~s on a spe~ific 
approach to knowledge, studying its historical context, methodology, philosophy: biases, 
results, limitations, and contributions to mankind. The purpose of a Core 2 class 1s to get 
the student to appreciate a point of view shaped by hist~ry. an9 the discipline and to be able 
to exploit its advantages, while remaining aware of its_h~uanons .. ~xamples of approac_hes 
to knowledge include science and empiricism, aesthet1c1s~, n~ys11c1sm, folklore, synec11c~. 
psychoanalysis, religion, etc. A Core 2A course on the sc1enufic approach to knowledge ts 
required of all students. 
Core 2 Guidelines: . 
1. Core 2 courses should be one-semester, 3-hour offerings. . 
2. As praxis is the best teacher, each Core 2 class must include two or more m-depth 
studies of smalJ examples; these examples should be chosen so as to allow students to 
complete their study in a few weeks, yet also to ensure that ~ost of the facet~ of the 
approach are illustrated. Each such study should be the subJect o~ a substantial e~say 
or other written exercise (e.g. lab notes), in which the smdent del'.neates t~e steps 
taken in the study, the facts or feelings ~ncovered, the hypotheses fonnul.ued, the 
lessons learned and the mistakes committed. 
3. Texts for the'course should rely mainly on p~mary sources--although the study 
examples may be entirely fictitious. It is essennal that the student. be exJ>?SC? tot~ 
thinking of a variety of authors on the essence of the meth?<l ~nd tts apphcatton . are 
should be exercised to select readings or other sources (paintrn~s, archnecture, etc.) 
from a variety of authors or artists, in time, space, and culture/n o~der tr . , I d 
demonstrate the variability of one approach to knowledge as a unctton ° soct,t an 
cu It ural setting. 
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Special Note: While a number of different classes can and should be instituted under 
Core 2, every student ,~ill be requi~ed to t.ake a cl~ss !hat addresses the scientific approach 
to kn~l\vled.ge. The rationale for this ~urrement 1s simply the overwhelming imponance 
of science m our culture. Because of Its phenomenal success in the "hard" sciences, the 
modem western approach to science is largely unquestioned, yet much of what it assumes 
was a matter of hot debate as recently as the nineteenth century. Hence every student 
should be exposed to: (I) the fact that science has not always meant what it means today in 
the western world; (2) some of the methodological and philosophical reasons why science 
has been so dynamic and so successful in the last century; and (3) why some of its 
fundamental tenets may make it unsuited to some of the new problems to be tackled. 
G1_1iddines for Core 2A Science Courses: The fundamental topic of Core 2A 
Science courses is a critical look at the scientific approach, through time and space, with 
emphasis on the modem scientific method. Its main objectives are: (1) to understand why 
the western scientific method has been so productive--but also to realize that it has evolved 
considerably since its traditionally ascribed formulation by Francis Bacon and others; (2) to 
appreciate that "science" remains in great part subjective and very much influenced in its 
approach and tenets bv social and other factors; (3) to become aware of the limitations of 
science as it now stands, for instance, with respect to complex, dynamic social or physical 
systems (e.g., chaotic systems); (4) through two or more experimental designs, to become 
familiar with the practice of the scientific method. 
In addition to the general Core 2 guidelines, Core 2 courses on the scientific method should 
follow the guidelines below: 
l . The course should illustrate key points in contemJX>rary scientifi.c th!r~king, such as 
the testability of conjectures, the reproducibility of results, the apphcab1l~1y of 
theories, and especially the emphasis on ascertaining causal, rather than JUSt 
associative, relationships. 
2. It should cover tools and methods characteristic of the contemporary approach: 
gedanken experiments, alternate scenarios, and the universal reliance on logic . 
(reasoning) and probability (testing of hypotheses and sig~ificanc_e o~ results)_: m 
particular, it should discuss the use of blind and double-bhnd test mg in ex pen men ts 
that affect humans. 
3. It should address problems posed within_ ~e .contemporary fram~work by such 
phenomena as chaotic systems, nondetermimsuc syster:is, and the 1ss~e of 
constmctivism. It should show how these problems arise out of specific 
r~quirements or assumptions about science, most of which are ~on!emporary. 
Finally, it should contrast these contemporary approaches to sc1ent1fic approaches 
thoughout history (even when restricted to wester~ th<?ught). . . 
4. Support materials may include readings from scie~ttsts who changed \vhat science 
means, such as some of the ancient Greeks (Democntes, Pyth~goras, Anstotle and 
Plato), the more practical Romans (Pliny, Lucretius), late medieval ~gures (R~ger 
Bacon, Paracelsus), Renaissance scientists C'Yilliam o.f ~cam, Gah !eo, Francis . 
Bacon), Arab mathematicians (Al Kuwarism1), and sc1ent1s.ts of the last two centune.1, 
(from Sigmund Freud and David Hilbert to Stephen Hawk mg _a_nd Roger ~en rose), 
illustrnting how science slowly develops its own internal definiuon and_ rationale and 
how biases in science evolve. Other readings should address the expe_nmental 
method (such as Sir Fisher's discussion of the tea-drinki~g lady) and_11s pro~l~~is 
("hig science"). Illustrations closer to the student'_s expenence coul~ .1.ncl~1de. ~c1ence-
fic1ion readings (many authors have tried to descnbe wor~d_s where scie~_ce has 
pro~essed accordino to different tenets or where the empmcal method is cloo_med to 
fail~re); experiment;) designs to compare the quality of hi-fi sound reproduc:11011: etc. 
Many key concepts should be introduced though the use of paradoxes and gedanken 
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Core Cuniculum--13 
expe_riments. Finally, some reading~ should address difficuh questions about science 
(for in~a~ce, wher~ are the bounda.nes between science, engineering, lore, religion, 
and art.) and the existence of chaonc ~y~t~ms, where even the most precise 
measurements cannot ensure reproduc1b1hty and hardly any testability. 
Represe~tative Cour:ses.: No course exists in the current UNM catalog that seems to 
meet the mtent and gmdehnes of the Core 2A course on scientific method. On the other 
ha~1d, ~everal existing courses al?pear to meet or C?me close to meeting the general 
gu_1de.hnes for Core 28 classes; JUSt a few would mclude Psychology 100, Statistical 
Pnnciples; Psycholo~ 202, Psychological Research Techniques; Math 130, Historical 
Survey of Mathemauc~l Ideas; Histo~ 309, Historiography; Philosophy, 352, Theory of 
~nowl~ge. Some topics around which new courses might be developed could include, 
Revelauon and Interpretation," "Psychoanalysis vs. Behaviorism, or "History and 
Evolution." 
CC3: Cultural and Intellectual Traditions 
Th_r<:>ugh s!~~y of the history of ideas, Core 3 courses seek to develop critical thinking and 
wntmg ab1ht1es and an awareness of inherited cultural and inteJlectual traditions. It builds 
on t~e first course in the core program, Ways of Knowing, by looking from diverse points 
of view at established texts and ideas, subjecting them to critical analysis and evaluation. 
The emphasis will be on the ideas, ideals, and values that infom1 these traditions and on the 
processes of analyzing, testing, and evaluating that are central to the search for mtth and the 
examined life. 
Core 3 Guidelines: 
1. Using primary texts wherever practical, proposed courses should introduce major 
concepts, ideas, themes, and issues, placing them in their historical and cultural 
contexts. Study should not be limited to a particular period, but rather should attempt 
10 cover broadly several periods. Two semester proposals should divide roughly into 
ancient and medieval periods (Core 3A) and the modem, JX>St-.re~aissance wo~ld (<;ore 
38). One semester proposals may treat either half or cover a sm1ilarly broad h1stoncal 
perspective that links the modem world with earlier periods. 
2. Texts for the course will include the philosophic, literary, and scientific classics 
broadly described as "great books," as welJ as works of visual an. architecture. music, 
~nd technology that might be similarly described as "great wo_r~." Each course should 
include some works that challenge the dominant Western tradlllon--works by non-
Westemers, by women or minority writers in the West, or other works that challenge 
the dominant point of view. 
3. Consistent with the theme of the core program--that the~ are many w~ys of 
knowing--each Core 3 course should present more than a sing)~ perspective on Jhe . 
themes, topics, or issues treated. A significant number of Trad1t1o~s courses w~II give 
subsrantial anention to issues of race, gender and class. Cou~ses w_1II nomially include 
works by women and members of minorities. To facilitate d1scuss1on. ~n_d to present 
~nore than a single point of view, courses can be team-taught or _u~e v1s1trn~ speakers. 
-4. Each course should require each semester at least three papers (,,bout 5 pages each) 
~1m call for critical thinking skills. . 
). Proposals should include (1) the title and (2) teachers for the. course, (3) a b~ef 
description of the thesis for the course and its rationale. (4) a bneny ~nnotat~ h_st of 
texts. indicating their relevance to the course theme, and (5) a narrative descnptton of 
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Core Curriculum-- I 4 
th~ p~ess of the co~rse. _showing how it will develop its themes, teach critical 
thinking, and recognize diversity. 
~epresentative Courses:. Cl~arly many existin~ courses meet the guidelines, or could 
e~s1ly be adapted to.the gu1delmes for Core 3. History 101-102, Western Civilization; An 
H_1s!~ry ~O 1-202, !'{•story of Art; Philosophy 111-112, Development of Western 
Civ1hzat1on; English 131-132, Perspectives on the Western Tradition are among the 
courses currentl~ offered at UNM that seem to meet the guidelines. Some other current 
UNM ~ou~es rrught be less-traditional possibilites for Core 3 courses: Mathematics I 29-
130, H1stoncal Survey of Mathematical Ideas; Geology 209, The Eanh Environmen1. We 
hope that t~e Core 3 program will also encourage proposals to study classic scientific texts, 
trace the history of technology, or view the Western tradition from minority points of view 
as courses at several other universities do. 
CC 4: \Vorld Cultures 
Co~e 4 courses introduce distinctive contemporary ways of life and thought outside of the 
Un11ed States. The courses satisfying Core 4 may be offered in a number of different 
departments of the University. Ideal1y, they wi1l be taught by individuals of appropriate 
personal background and with scholarly training in the areas considered. 
Core 4 Guidelines 
I. In general the courses will focus in some detail on particular national or pre-
industrial societies, or on ethnic or regional groups outside of the United States. 
While history may form an important component of the syllabus, the emphasis in 
these courses is intended to be on contemporary cultures. Ideally these courses will 
take an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach. 
2. Courses will utilize materials from and about the cultures studied, in translation 
when necessary, but with consideration of the linguistic dimensions of cultural 
~ariation (e.g. a course on Mexico would attend not only to Spanish language and 
literature but would also consider the indigenous languages of the country). 
3. Such courses should demonstrate that even within relatively homogeneous 
societies there exist different points of view due to cl~ss status, ge_nder, age, _religion, 
etc., so that representing any society as an undifferentiated mass distorts reahty and 
obscures important distinctions. 
4. Oral and written work in these courses should show that the student understands 
the historical and adaptive reasons for cultural differences and appr~ciates the 
contributions of diverse peoples to our knowledge of human potenu_al.. . 
5. Proposals should include: 1) title and 2) teacher/s for the course, md1catmg_ 
relevant training and experience in the culture,_3)_topics to be covered, 4) a bneny 
annotated list of texts, and 5) a narrative descnpuon of the process of the course. 
Representative Courses: Some of the existing classes that ap~ar to fulfill ~he criteria 
fo_r ~_?re 4 are History 150, Introduction to Larin America; Russian _345, Russ,~~ 
C1v1hzation; Russian 401, Russia Today; Portuguese 2~. Jntroducn~~ to Braz,han 
Cul~ure, as well as courses in the history, cultures, an, literature, poltttcs, _or geography of 
pan,c~lar nations and regions, insofar as they are di~ct_ed to a general aud_1ence. . 
Interdisciplinary area study courses dealing with s~1eues from several points of view 
~ould ~ panicularly appropriate to meet this requirement an~ shou!d be proposed when 
student interest and suitable faculty are available. The comminee thinks such a course on 
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Me~ico _would ~ an especially ~ppropriate one for the core program. The course might 
begin w1th preh1storr and the ongrns of Mesoamerican.civilization, continuing through the 
~onqu~st, the ~~Joma) era, Independence, the Revoluuon of 1910-20, up to present issues 
·~ Mexican po!1t1cs and economy, border studies, etc. Attention should be given to 
luernture, music, and the arts as well as political history. 
Note: Credit for the World Cultures requirement may be gained by appropriate study 
abroad. 
Core 5: American Diversity 
Core 5 courses encourage critical thinking about socio-cultural differences within 
contemporary American society. These courses compare the ways in which different 
commun_ities w_ithin the United States experience American culture and how these varying 
perspectives anse from such socially constructed factors as ethnicity, race, gender, and 
cla~s. T~e Afro-American family is understood very differently when viewed from the 
soc1olog1cal and economic perspective of Daniel Patrick Moynahan than it is when seen 
f~om the perspectives within the community of Angela Davis or Malcolm X. These 
divergent points of view define "family" differently, describe different family networks, 
and asc_ribe different strengths and challenges to the family. The goal of Core 5 courses is 
to consider divergent points of view in an effort to understand the complexity of 
contemporary American society. 
Core 5 Guidelines 
I. Core 5 courses may have a topical focus (e.g. the medical system, growing old in 
America, the homeless), an emphasis defined by-a particular cultural perspective (e.g. 
women and the American health care system, the Afro-American experience), or a 
regional emphasis (southwest culture; isolated communities in New Mexico). 
2. In significant ways, Core 5 courses should demonstrate how difference is 
culturally constructed. · 
3. Core 5 courses should be directed to the interests and abilities of non-majors, but 
they should be at a level of complexity and depth appropriate to junior or senior-level 
students. 
4. Team teaching may be an appropriate way to incorporate multiple perspectives or 
~o approach interdisciplinary topics. . 
). When feasible, Core 5 courses should include field expenences. Two-semester 
proposals are appropriate for courses with extended field ~xi?Criences. 
6. Proposals should include: I) title, 2) teacher/s, 3) descnptl~>n of c~>t_1ry;e content and 
rationale, 4) course objectives, 5) list of texts, and other learning act1v1t1es (field . . 
experiences, etc.), 6) a narrative description of _the p~ess of !he cour_se and how It ,s 
expected to illustrate socially constructed expenences m Amencan society. 
Repr~se~tative Courses: Existing courses in many d_ep3:1ments may now meet most of 
the cntena for Core 5. Such courses include: Commumcanon 325, Intercultural 
Communication: Spanish 320, Survey of Chicano Literature; P~ychology 37?, Psychology 
of Women; Sociology 308, Sociology of Sex Roles;_Art Education 357, Media Art~ and 
Women; Sociology 487, Sexism in Education; Nursing 307, Women and the Amencan 
H~alth Care System. Besides these and other social science courses that_ appear t? meet the 
guidelines, Core 5 is also an appropriate place to include courses on regional topics. such 
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cours.es, for example, as American Studies 341, History of Conflict in New Mexico; or 
Spanish 301, Southwest Culture. 
Core 6: Capstone Interdisciplinary Seminars 
Core 6 ~m!n~ bring together students from several majors to address problems of human 
and soc~~ s1gmfic~nce that call for creativity in analyzing issues, developing strategics, and 
synthes1zmg solutions. The purpose of the seminar is not to provide one solution to a 
problem, ?ut to explore alternative solutions and their different consequences. Working in 
coll_aborauve tear:ns that draw on the abilities of students from more than one discipline, the 
project puups ~Ill address.a social. problem, analyze a community issue and define 
alte~att~e soluuons, organize and implement an action project. prepare a plan, a 
pubhcanon, an esthetic experience, a report. The projects may be continuing projects, but 
ea~h sem~ster's work should have defined goals in relation to the long-term aims of the on-
going project. 
Guidelines for Core 6 Seminars: 
I. Core 6 seminars will be open to students who have completed 90 hours toward an 
baccalauriate degree. 
2. Seminar projects will involve students from more than one discipline. 
~- Although the seminar will be guided by a faculty facilitator, these courses are 
intended to give students the determining role in setting the goals for the project, 
developing background. analyzing alternative strategies, implementing action, and 
reporting results. The faculty member's role will be to guide and facilitate these 
student activities, not to substitute his or her expertise for their inexperience. 
4. Projects may be either one-semester projects or on-going, longer tenn projects. In 
~ither case, the work for the particular semester should allow significant student 
involvement in the processes defined in guideline 3. . 
5. Each project group will submit a final report on the project to the Core 6 
coordinator at the end of the semester that includes a statement of the goals of the 
project, a narrative describing the process of the seminar in ~ddressing these goals, a 
description of results, and recommendations for further seminars. . . . 
6. Nonnally the seminar group will be about 15 students, though proje~ts involving 
larger numbers, perhaps working in sub-groups, or smaller numbers will be 
considered when appropriate. . . 
6. Projects may be initiated by either a faculty proJ><?s.al or by student pe!1t1on. 
7. Proposals should include (I) The title and (2) fac1htator/s for the seminar, (3) a 
brief description of the subject and its significance, (4) th_e P:OJJ?Sed goals f~r the. 
seminar, (5) the disciplines that the seminar will engage, rnd1cattn~ ~ny _special s~llls 
or abilities that the project may require, and any unusual charactensncs rn the project 
group. 
Repr~sentative Courses: Project seminars are cu!l"entl~ offered !n several disciplines, 
especially in the professional colleges, for students m parncular majO~ or programs. There 
are also some interdisciplinary projects _being un~ertaken by stu~ents rn t_he_G~neral Honors 
Program. Below we have briefly descnbed semm~ from a vanet_y_ of d1sc1phn~s to . 
suggest the kind of courses we have in mind, the vanous communiues such pro,1ects might 
serve, and the kind of activities they would involve. 
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. A project to bring commu.nication to children in medical isolation. Many children 
are kept f ?r seve.raJ weeks m totally sclf ~ontained environments after procedures that 
comprori:use their unmune sys.tern (e.g. marrow transplant); thise children thus spend 
weeks with .no contact at all with the external world. A project recently staned in 
Boston equipped a number of these isolation tents with computers, allowing not only 
games and such, but also contact with other children in other isolation tents and, 
through the networks, contact with the entire world Children in this project recover 
muc~ faster than those without acceess to the computers. Designing such a system 
requires a number of skills be put together: computer scientists may form an 
important part of this project gourp, but the group would also need students from 
several other majors. 
.A project to produce a guidebook on D. H. Lawrence's New Mexico. For a guide 
book that includes biographical and critical essays on Lawrence's life and work in 
New Mexico, students with interests in biography, history. photographic history, and 
literary criticism would team with students interested in chartography, graphic design, 
professional writing. and marketing to design, produce and market a sophisticated 
guidebook on Lawrence and New Mexico. 
. A project to propose alternative sites for a botanical garden in Albuquerque. After 
developing a theoretical model for the botanic gardens based on interviews with the 
relevant people in Albuquerque, the group will evaluate several differen~ si.res in terms 
of biological criteria, urban planning issues, environmental and economic impacts, 
etc. 
. A project 10 reintroduce a wild animal species into its original habitat. Such a 
project involves legal issues, public opinion issues, _zoological ~nd eco.log!cal issues, 
and a myriad of logistical issues (many of them havmg to do .w11h ~1on11on~g th~ 
project, from population growth, through prC?ator-prey relat1.onsh1ps. to m1granon 
patterns, to human relations), and the overall issue of evaluanon (what does success 
mean in such a project?) . 
. A project to design and implement a primary health ~a~e program for r:esidents .o~ a 
small, rnral New Mexico community, based upon ex1sung demographic, morb1d1ty, 
and mortality information, conusmer opinions, and existing r~sources. Students 
would work with a faculty member from the College of Nursing. 
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DATE: February 26, 1991 
FROM: Susan Dee e Chairperson 
Admissions and Registration Committee 
RE: CHE Recommendation for Transfer of D Grades 
4,-,,_ 
....... J 
At the January 31 and February 21 meetings of the Admissions and 
Registration Committee, members discussed the Commission on Higher 
Education's proposal that grades of D be transferred between New 
Mexico two-year and four-year colleges. A great deal of discussion 
focused on the organization of UNM degree-granting colleges. 
Committee members believe that most degree-granting colleges would 
not be inclined to accept grades of D for transfer credit toward 
graduation requirements. The Committee felt that it would be 
counterproductive f9.~ _. Q.NM to state that it would accept transfer 
grades of D and then"'aegree-granting colleges wouM not count those 
grades toward graduation credit. The Committee strongly believes 
that further discussion of this proposal must take place within 
each degree-granting college at UNM . 
Cindy Stuart, Director of Admissions, surveyed other comparable 
universities within Colorado, Texas, Arizona and California, as 
Well as several university systems such as the state university 
sy~tem in New York. Cindy found that articulation agreements in 
which associate degrees could be transferred from a two-year school 
to a four-year school often included the acceptance of grades of D 
if the associate degree had been completed with an overall grade 
point of 2.0 or higher. very few of the universities that Cindy 
contacted automatically accept a D transfer grade. In fact, 
several of the universities that had at one time accepted transfer 
g:ades of D were now rethinking that decision and moving in the 
direction of no longer accepting transfer grades below C. 
Cindy also reported that when associate degrees. were. a~cepted by 
four-year institutions students were generally given Junior status 
~t the four-year institution. This occurre~ when t he four-y~ar 
institution had a core general education requirement of .a1.1 of its 
students. several committee members expressed the op~nion that 
because UNM does not have a core general education requirem7nt of 
a11 its students students shoul d not be able to automatically 
transfer an associate degree with or without grades of D to UNM and 
receive junior level status. 
Two Committee members from the college of Engineering pointed out 
that their college limits the number o~ .° grades t~at c~n be 
counted toward graduation and have speci~ic couz::ses in which a 
g:ade of D cannot be earned toward graduation credit. It would ~e 
difficult for the College of Engineering to state that their 
College would accept transfer grades of D. 
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The Committee was informed that NMSU has recently stated it will 
accept transfer grades of D from other New Mexico institutions. 
There was no information as to how NMSU plans to i mplement that 
policy. Committee members believe that UNM must carefully weigh 
the consequences of accepting this transfer policy before a final 
decision can be made. 
It was also brought to the Committee's attention that some student 
groups on campus oppose the move of accepting grades of D from 
transfer students because they feel the integrity of the 
institution will be threatened. Other students spoke to the 
support of this transfer policy stating that all New Mexico 
students should be treated as native students. 
The Admissions and Registration Committee did not t ake a formal 
vote on the CHE recommendation. I believe that if a vote had been 
taken, the Committee would have voted "no" to the recommendation. 
Instead of voting on the recommendation, the Committee voted to 
encourage the Operations committee to broaden the base of 
discussion on this proposal to include senate-at-large as well as 
faculty within each degree-granting college. 
If you have any questions, please give me a call. 
nt 
cc: Fred Chreist 
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UNM FACULTY SENATE 
SUBJECT: Items from the Curricula Committee 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve the items 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The following items r om Cu 
Committee have been pp ov y 
priate committees nd un i s . 
FORMC UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE 
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES Routing (All three copies) 
1. Dean of Library Servic~ 4 '.j8 (!:s:f 
Date:_3_A_p::..ril __ l_9_9_0 ________ _ 2. College Curriculum Comm. if necessary 3. College or School Faculty 
Unit: UNM-Los Alamos 
(Dept., Div., Prog. ) 
4. College or School Dean 
6. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs 
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm. 
6. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. 
level changes) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Provost 
9. Faculty Senate 
I. Major Change 
Degree New X Revision of Deletion 
existing degree 
Major New Revision of Deletion 
existing major 
Minor New Revision of Deletion 
existing minor 
Concentration New Revision of Deletion 
existing concentration 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached 
sheets. 
Associate of Arts in Southwest Studies 
II. Minor Change 
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration. 
Minor program revision (3-6 hours) 
Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets. if necessary) 
Designed to provide students with a broad multidisciplinary program of humanities with 
emphasis on the Southwest in a context of cultural pluralism. .,11., ,,, 
Effective Date of Proposed Change: Fall , 1990 ~ <!I.· 
Semester Year 
B~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) Covered by 1990-91 UNM-Los Alamos budget 
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes__ No __ 
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved? (attach statement) 
Approvals: 
Signature: ________ ________ _ 
r. 11 l S' Department Chair 
Dean of Library Services ~.y.... ~ 
College Curricula Committee _____ --rr __ ..!.....--------
Date: '-1-/.2, /jo 
Date: 
(if necessary) 
College or School Faculty ll--re; 
~;n~:::::::::~ ~c~ A_f_f_!airs.::5::._L_...s_~~:...,;:~::~c..-..,C,d~ .... --~<-;j;i::~:::::~·..110-~!fa4-~-... .::::-= 
Date: 
Date: ~~ Date: 
and/or FS Graduate Committee ________________ _ Date: 
Date: 
Date: ll · 30 · 0J 
Date: t)-l 13 lqo Provost ___ ~::::.=....M~::.::.~~~:::::..::~g:..i!:.2~=-=-....t:=-~~=-~--
Faculty Senate __________________ __ _ Date: 
Untvers1t (ltev!Jed Y6 of New Mexico tr · l-81) 
~ , ~ I ,, .1 1 .... 1 1 
RIDJ.IREMml'S RR Nf AS&)CI1{{E OF ARIS rH;REE IN 
~SIUDIFS 
'Ille Associate of Arts degree in Sa.Ithwest Sbxties is desigrm for stments wile 
wish to gain a broad oouc:aticn in the lnmanities within a crntext of a.tl.tural 
pluralism. 'As a tenn:inal degree the Associate of Arts in Sa.Ithwest Sbxties will 
provide stu:1ents with valuable krXJWlBq! of local arrl regialal. hi.stocy, 1-anJuage, 
art, ecology, anthrcpology, literature, arrl the three a.tl.tures of the Sa.Ithwest. 
As a transfer deg:tee, credits eanm in the degree rurria.tl.um will meet the 
equivalent of the first b..u years of the UNM Cbllege of Arts arrl Scieires. 
1. A mini:mJm of 62 credit ha.1rs of lllhich at least 15 halrs JIUSt be University 
of New Meri.ex> credits (with a m:ini1ll.nn GPA of 2.0). 
2. Nine hairs of Ommmicaticn Skills: 
3. 
Erglish 101: Writ:in;J with ReadinJS in E>qn;itirn (3) 
Erglish 102: Analytic Writin:J (3) 
Any carrse in Ommmicaticn, Lin:JU.istia:;, Jru.mal.ism, or Erglish 219: 
Technical Writ:in;J (3) • 
Nine hairs of Arts an:1. Humanities .iJciu:linJ: 
H.istary 260: Histocy of New ~co (3) , or any history c:nxrse rn the 
awzuved list. 
Art Hi.stoi:y 151: Artistic Traditicns of the Sart:.mvest (3), or any fine arts 
cnrrse en the awrcwed list. 
Eh:Jlish 211: Tq>ics: swthweSt Literature or any literature c:nxrse en the 
awrc,ved list. 
4. Nine hairs of Mathanaticsjlbysiml Sciel'0:!5/Bio~ogical Seier.es crosen ~ 
at least three of the follairinJ areas: Biology, <llenistrY, Geology, Mathematic:; 
arn statistics, Ihysics an:J. Astra DJ¥. 
S. Nine hairs of Social arrl BehaViaral Seier.es irci.u:li.n'.J: .Anthrqx>logy -
3 credit ha.Irs. Any cx:m:se frcm the cq:proved list. 
· r~nm.7 R:>litical ~ frcm any b«> of the followiDJ areas: F,cxn:ml.ai, ~~ .. ,, 
Scl.eJ"O?, Psycb:)logy, an:1. Sociology· 
6. six ha.Irs of M:x3ern ~ ctnsen frcm the follarinl list: 
Spanish 101: 
Spanish 102: 
Spanish 103/104: 
Navajo 101: 
Navajo 102 :· 
EI.aoontacy Spanish (3) . ·te) ( ) 
EI.aoontacy Spanish (Span 101 prereqtllS1 3 
Elenert:arY cmversaticnal Spanish (1,1) 
El.enert:arY Navajo (3) . . 
EI.aoontacy Navajo (NaV 101 prereqwsite) (3) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
01 
P, 
P, 
P, 
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Pl 
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Pf 
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Pl 
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R: 
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• ~-· RI . I 
~, 
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7. A minim.mi of five boors of Saithwest stnii.es irci.trlinJ: 
~can Sb:rJies 286: Introducti.ai to Saithwestem stulies (3) 
Libracy 266: Research '1'ec:.hni.cJ.1 in Saithwest stu:lies (2) • 'Ihis 
cnn:se transfers to UNM as a general elective - there 
is IX) {Hf equivalent 
8. A minimJm of 15 boors of Saithwest stnii.es electives. stwents may take 
a variety of cnn:ses or may ch:)a;;e areas of a::.wrentratioo ( especially if they 
plan to transfer to a fc:ur-year institutiai am have already crnsen a possible 
:najor in that field). Areas of mu:ntratiai wmld .uci.me: Ant.hrqx>lCXJY am 
Sociology, I.arg.iage arrl Literature, Histmy arrl R">litical Sciera?, arrl Fine Arts. 
A :naximJm of b..io ban:s of Ibysical BbU1tioo :nay mmt tcYards the degree. 
9. No Inb:o:brtmy Sbrli.es cnm;es (IS-K:lth 100, IS-Enjlish 100, IS-Read:iJq 
100, IS-Natural SCien::,e 100, or Academics 120 am 121) will be acoepted t:.oward 
the degree. 
10. Cnn'Ses develq>ed am offered by UNM-I.os Alano:; designated with a suffix 
T, 'Which oo mt autanatically transfer to UNM Main OmplS, will mt be acoepted 
to«ard the degree. 
lg:>roved Cnrrses 
lmt;hroooloqy: 
Anth 105: Natural Histol:y of Humanki.rrl (3) 
Anth 120: Dig:Jin:J up air Past (3) 
Anth 130: 011.tural Anthrcp)logy (3) 
Anth 221: Arci.ent Peeples of the Sart:lrwest (3) 
Anth 237: Indians of New Mexi.ex> (3) 
Anth 284: Arx:ient Mexi.ex> (3) 
Fmlish: 
Ergl 211: 
Ergl 298: 
Tcpics: (any of the followinJ) 
Sart:bwest Literature (3) 
Native American Literature (3) 
<hi.caIX> Literature (3) 
I.atin Anerican Literature (3) 
Oral Literature of the Sart:lrwest (3) . 
1:be Sa.rt:hwestem Image in Literature arrl Film (3) 
I.atin Anerican Literature arrl Film (3) 
Tcpics: Bil:iJgual creative Writ::mJ (3) 
~ am Classical ramuages: 
Spanish 101: Elenert:acy Spanish (3) 
Spanish 102: Elenert:acy Spanish (3) . 
Spanish 103: Elenert:acy o:u.,ersatiooal ~ (1) 
Spanish 104: Elenert:acy o:civersatiooal Spanish (1) 
Spanish 201: Jntprmerljate Spanish (3) 
~ 202: Intennerliate Spanish (~) ~n;C!h (3) S:Panish 203: Intenrediate o:u.,ersatiooal ~~& 
Navajo 101: Elenert:acy Navajo (3) 
Navajo 102: Elenert:acy Navajo (3) 
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Fine Arts: 
Art Hi ~1: ~c ~tials ?f ~ sart:hir.iest (3) 
FA 152. CbltirJ.Jatioo of Artistic Traditioos of the sa.Ithwest (3). '1hi.s 
~ transfers to ONM as a general elective - there is n:> UNM 
eguvalent. 
D:ur.e: 
D:ur.e 169: Int:nrluctioo to F.l.anen> (2) 
D:ur.e 269: F.l.anEn::x> I (3) 
MJsic: 
M.Jsic 113: }ec:ican Grltar (1) 
MJsic ll4: }edcan Grltar (1) 
Hist:m:y: 
Hist 260: 
Hist 220: 
SociolCXJY: 
Soc 2ll: 
Soc 216: 
Soc 221: 
Hi.stm:y of New ~oo (3) 
Sb.m.es in Histaty (1-3) .1g)rqlri.ate tq>ics in Salthwestern history 
will be offered. 
Social Prd.:>lans: Race am Otl:tm:al Relaticns in the 
sa.rt:hwest (3) Prerequisite: Soc 101 
'Ihe Dynamics of Prejt.rli.ce (3) Prerequisite: Soc 101 
Rich am Rxlr Naticns (3) Prerequisite: Soc 101 
!hvsical Ftlncatiai: 
PE-NP 128: BeginninJ Chmb:y Western i::.mre (1) 
p E-NP 129: Intennediat.e Chmb:y Western I::.mre (1) 
P E-NP 130: Advan::,ed Chmb:y Western ~ (1) 
PE-NP 193: Tcpics: Trooitiaial ll:llDe of the~ (2) 
~Qe; (8 10 Jb.Irs): 
Field classes in IEdoo. ODexiooes is an ann.Jal SIDim?I" program sp:n50red by 
the General lbxn'S Progl.am am the Deparbiert: of M:rlenl am Classi cal LarXJuages 
at ONM. SbD3rt:s ney eazn up to 10 lrurs of elective credit towards the 
Swthwest Sb.dies degree by participati.rg in this intensive interdisciplinary 
~ of 1ruxJuage am cross~b.n:al studies at UNM am 1'brelia, Midloacan. 
~ooes features a~ liw0ek orientaticn at UNM, a 4 to 6 week f ield sessicn 
lll ~oo, am a cl.osinJ liw0ek of seminars at UNM. Prerequisite f or O::nexicnes: 
Awlicants nust have taken a oollege Spanish mrrse (or equivalent) or posc:;ess 
a basic krniled]e of Spanish. '1he oore program of can:se tr.Urk iocl wes: 
Spanish 276: Aa:,elerat:oo BeginninJ Spanish (3). Granmar am 
c:xriversatiai with enplilSis a1 Mexican atl.ture - for 
begi.nninJ stu:)ent:s. 
Spanish 203: Spanish onversaticn (3). Intensive, structured 
c:xriversatiaial Spanish - all levels. 
General. lbDrs 299: ecnexiooes: A Field <nrrse in Mexican Ollture ( 4) • 
Sb.rlent:s will ccmplete investigative assignments 
in Michoacan, Mexioo City, U:ruapan, am 
Q.Janajauato. 
Elective cairses: Jmividual Sb.rly (1-2) • Prd:>lem cn.irses can be arraR1Erl 
in varioos disciplines. 
l-bre infonoatioo ai ~aies is available upon request. 
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CtRl'IF'ICA'IE IN SCXJIHWEST SIUDIFS 
P.rup.am Goals: 
r -
. . '> 
" 
'lhe certificate Program in sart:lrwest stu:lies is designed far sb.rlents "\fJOO wish 
to broaden their krxlwled:Je of the ridl arrl diverse all.tures of the Sa.rt:hwest. 
'lhe pro;p:am will provide stwents with valuable Jm:Mled]e of the history, 
larguage, arrl expressive all.ture of the :peq>les of the Sa.rt:hwest. 
~= A m.in:i.mJm. of 29 lnn:s. 
Sarthwest stn:lies OJre Regu.iraiert:s: 23 lnn:s, .in:::ltrling: 
Ccmmmi.cati.cn Skills (3): 
Ergl 101 (3) 
Hunaniti.es ( 6) : 
Hist 260: History of New ~oo (3) or any other history can:se fran the 
awz:oved list. 
En]l 2ll: Tc.pies: sa.rt:hwest Literature (3) or any other literatw:e cnirse fran 
the awroved list. 
Fine Arts (3) : 
Art Hi 151: Artistic Traditi.ais of the sruthwest (3) or oIW other art cnirse fran 
the awroved 1ist. 
Social & Behavioral Science (3) : 
~ anthrcp:>logy can:se frcm the awroved list. 
H:x1em Iamuage (3) : 
Span 101 (3) or Nav 101 (3) 
~ Sbxlies (6): 
Am st 286: Intrcxhrt.i.C11 to Sa.rt:hwestem stulies (3) 
Libr 266: Researrh Tedmiques in sruthwest Sbrli~ (2) • '!his ~ transfers 
to UNM as a general elective - there is oo UNM equivalent. 
El~ves (6): "Arty 6 hrurs frc:m the aw:roved list of carrses. 
Rt.Ct.~ 
-
Da-te-:, __ ~-D-_e_c~e~m~b~e~r~=5=, ==19=9=0======- / JI.Pi:,~: Dolores s. Butt, Ph.D. 0 ,~ 
(N,me of Individual lnlim.,g cwrlc:ular change lanrt ~ N. 0 S 
Professor of Communicative Dlsord~s 
FORMC 
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES Routing (Al four c::dpidl) .11 r 
\ 4.,g\ean of Library Services i "11' .• : 
'i ~p & Inform Res & Tech), If necessary 
1i CuniaJlum Comm. if necessary 
e or School Faculty 
\ e or School Dean 
6. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs Comm. and/or 
FS GraclJate Comm. 
7. Office of GraclJate Studies (For grad. level changes) 
8. FS Curricula Commitlee (llle, position) 
9. VP of Academic Affairs 
10. Faculty Senate Dept. of Communicative Disorders (Dept., Div., Prog.) 
Co 11,1 
This form is rorStuay, Minor Stu y 
Name of New or Exllta,g Program 
This program is or would be located in ctirrent catalog page 1 0 3 
m 
~ 
a, 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ~ 
I. Major Change-Mark appropriate catagory 
Degree New D Revision of existing degree 
Major New D Revision of existing major 
Minor New D Revision of ( existing minor 
Concentration New D , Revision of 
Give exact title and requirements as 
they should appear in the catalog. (See current catalog for format within the 
respective college). Attach additional sheets if necessary. 
See attached 
II.Minor Change-
D Deletion D 
~ Deletion D 
~ Deletion D 
D Deletion D 
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.--------,.,...-,,-----,~--------
New Nanw d Program 
Minor program revision (3-5 hours) Please specify below: 
See attached 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Reasons for Request: (attach statement) See attached 
Effective Date of Proposed Change:_~S-=u:.::m=.m:.:.e::..r=---- -------' __ 1_9_9_1 __ 
Semater Year 
Date: ---1--,---,-----
g:!:; =1::~u:t:~::~2:·:~,:1 === 
Date:--------
Date: ---....,.-~r-.---
Date: --=,z_=....·....,.,_E'T"-c"· ?1_....._,/r--
Date: -~....:..&...;, 2:::.~::...u.L~....:.T...__ _ 
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COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
Linda L. Riensche, Chairperson 
901 Vassar, NE, 277-4453 
PROFESSORS: 
Do lores S. Butt, Ph.D., University of New Mexico 
Lloyd E. Lamb. Ph.D., Purdue University 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: 
r -
t 
Richard B. Hood. Ph.D., Stanford University 
Bruce E. Porch, Ph.D., Stanford University 
Linda L. Riensche, Ph.D., Memphis State University 
Carol Westby, Ph.D., University of Iowa 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR: 
<Position Vacant) 
CLINICAL FACULTY: 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR: 
Mary L. Bolton-Koppenhaver, M.S., University of Kansas 
INSTRUCTORS: 
Christina Brown, M.A., Northwestern Un i versity 
Jan S. Lewis, M.A., University of Kansas 
Janet Patterson, M.S .• University of New Mexico 
Geraldine Rodriguez Rouse, M.S., University of New Mexico 
Judy K. Williams, M.A., Northwestern University 
MAJOR STUDY 
The Department of Communicative Disorders endorses the 
tralnlng program recommendations of the American 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association with education at the 
bachelor / s level being primarily preprofessiona l . In order 
to meet professional certification requirements, a person 
must complete the master / s degree . 
.--. f 
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MAJOR STUDY REQUIREMENTS 
A. Thirty <30) hours In Corrununlcatlve Disorders. The 
following 24 are required: 302, 303, 321, 350, 425, 
428, 430, 431. The other 6 may be chosen from 
Com Ds 300- and 400-level courses or Sign 201, 210, 214. 
B. Either Ling 292 or Ling 440. 
C. Either Psych 220 <preferred) or Ed Fdn 303 or FS 202. 
D. Elther Psych 200 or Math 145. 
MINOR STUDY 
Eighteen <18) hours. The following 6 are requ ired: Com Ds 
302 and 303. The other 12 may be chosen from the fo l lowing: 
Com Ds 321, 350, 407, 425, 430, Ling 292 or 440, Sign 201, 21 0 . 
DUAL MAJOR IN LINGUISTICS AND COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
Twenty-seven <27) hours In both Llngulstlcs and 
Communlcatlve Disorders. Consult both chairpersons for 
speclflc requirements. 
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Department of Communicative Disorders 
MaJor and Minor Curricular Changes 
Reasons for Revising MaJor Requirements 
1. The only significant change in the required Com Os 
courses ls the addition of 431, formerly a graduate 
course <530). We have learned that beginning graduate 
students need the Information ln that course as 
preparation for their clinical practice, therefore it 
should be on the senior rather than the graduate level. 
2. The addition of either Linguistics 292 or 440 ls due to 
the new certification requirements of the American 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association. In the area of 
"Basic Human Communication Processes, 11 our department 
offers 12 hours, which met the former requirements. The 
new requirements demand 15 hours, and Linguistics 292 or 
440 are the most appropriate courses at UNM. 
3. Our department faculty also unanimously agreed that our 
majors should have a basic course ln child development 
because so much of our profession ls oriented to the 
difference between normal and deviant development. That 
ls why either Psych 220, Child Psychology, Ed Fdn 303, 
Human Growth and Development, or Family Studies 202, 
Infant Growth and Development, ls required. 
4. Our department faculty unanimously agreed that our 
maJors should have a course in basic statistics to 
prepare them for several 400-level courses <especially 
432), and to enable them to read certain assignments, 
especially Journal articles, more intelligently. That 
ls why either Math 145, Introduction to Probability and 
Statistics, or Psych 200, Statistical Principles, ls 
required. 
5. We do not think the total requirements are excessive. 
We have reduced the requirements in the major <which 
includes Linguistics and Sign Language) from 36 to 33. 
And the two courses in basic statistics and child 
development can count toward most students' A&S group 
requirements and /or minor. 
Reasons for Revising Minor Requirements 
We reduced the number of choices for the 12 hours of 
electives from 11 courses to 9 courses to insure a well 
rounded undergraduate minor. 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: None 
I I 
.,, ,. 
' FORAC A 
MAJOR AND NOR CURRICULAR CHANGES Routing (Al four copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services 
2. CIRT (Comp a Inform Res & Tech), If necessary 
3. Colege Cwricuk,m Comm. if·n8Cl8'"'1. 
4. Colege or Sdlool Facully : ,q. (/~ 
CNane °' Individual ~ cuncu1ar c11ange 1om1 ~, 5. College or School Dean · 
Russian S di As 
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The University of New Mexico DATE: November 14, 1QQ0 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Curricula Committee, et al. 
Natasha Kolchevska, Chair, Russian Studies 
Minor revision of Major Study Requirement for Russian Studies 
The current Field Specialization Requirement description is too cumbersome for 
a small program such as .Jours to maintain. It is the decision of the committee 
in charge of Russian Studies that it would be better to allow students to select 
their remaining 21 hours (beyond the core of 35 hours, which remains unchanged) 
upon close consultation with faculty members. As it currently stands, I as 
the undergraduate advisor, am repeatedly forced to allow students to make 
substitutions because courses for the specializations are not offered on a 
sufficiently regular basis, because of the small size of the pvogram and the 
number of faculty involved in it. 
Also, we ask for the name change to Russian Studies (deleting East European) 
because of the new political realities in Europe, as a result of which the 
distinctions between East and West Europe will soon cease to have any sig-
nificance. We will, however, allow students for the time being to count courses 
on Eastern Europe towards their major. 
For further information please call me MWF at 277-7363. 
- --·-------- -- ~- ---
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Reason for Request r- 4 .... 
The Robert O. Anderson Graduate School of Management currently 
offers the Management Master's Program (M.M.P.)--a 45-hour 
cu:riculum of specified courses requiring two years to complete. 
Thi~ progra~ ?lso '?ffers an option for an M. B.A. (Master of 
Business Administration) degree for the practicing manager (i .e. , 
15 credit hours beyond the M.M.P. degree). 
The M.M.P. program brings working executives to the School for 
sessions during Friday and Saturday of every other week during the 
academic year. During the summer session the program meets weekly . 
Through this scheduling, busy executives can continue the ir 
business commitments while they strengthen their academic training. 
The faculty members of the GSM are requesting that the 
Management Master's Program and Master of Management degree be 
renamed as (respectively) the Executive Master of Business 
Administration Program and the Executive Master of Business 
Administration degree. The rationale for this change is to ach ieve 
equivalence with executive M.B .A. degrees (and programs) offered by 
accredited business schools nationwide and to better convey the 
nature of the curriculum (i.e., there is widespread recognition of 
what an executive M. B.A. degree means in academic content and 
scope; there is limited recognition of what an M.M.P. degree means 
in terms of academic requirements). 
This change will become effective. for . the next gradt;tating 
class in July 1991. The degree designat7on will be retro~ctiv~ to 
1985 for any graduate wishing to change his/her formal designation. 
In 1985 the MMP program was change~ from 42 hours to 4.5 to meet 
AACSB (American Assembly of collegiate Schools of Business--the 
accrediting body) standards. 
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications 
None. 
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Proposed Changes 
in the 
Ph.D. Program in Ibero-American Studies 
r -
"' I 
' 
The Ph.D. in Ibero-American Studies recently underwent a comprehensive 
restructuring that received final approval in February, 1989 Ca copy of the 
program description is attached). Two corrections to that restructuring are 
re~u~sted here. Both are relatively minor and amount to oversights in the . 
or1g1nal restructuring. These two changes have been approved by the 
Interdisciplinary Committee on Latin American Studies (!CLAS>. the Arts and 
Sciences committee charged with control of this program as well as the B.A. 
and M.A. in Latin American Studies. 
1. Change program name to: Latin American Studies. 
The traditional name, Ibero-American Studies, was carried over to the 
restructured program, though it is clear from the restructuring's description 
and rationale that the new program is intended to be limited to Latin A erica. 
Designers of the restructuring felt that the name "Ibero-American" could be 
considered synonymous with "Latin American". Experience has shown this 
assumption to be false. Most people, especially prospective students, find 
the term "Ibero-American" either confusing or meaningless. Changing the 
program name to Latin American Studies will more accurately and clearly 
identify the program. It will also align this Ph.D. program with the B.A. and 
M.A. programs, both of which are titled Latin American Studies. 
2. Add new maier field: Latin Amer.ican Art History. 
The Ph.D. in Ibero-American Studies permits a major field in seven Latin 
American areas (Anthropology, History, Linguistics, Political Science, 
Portuguese Literature, Sociology, and Spanish Literature). An eighth option, 
Art History, was included in the original planning for the restructured Ibero-
American Studies program but was eliminated somewhere in the process. None of 
the participants can explain how or why this happened, and all agree that it 
should have been been included. The absence of an Art History major appears 
to have been a simple oversight. 
Art History has good faculty expertise in Latin American (particularly 
professors Flora Clancy and Mary Grizzard) and provides a broad range of Latin 
American coursework (33 identifiable graduate credit hours>. The course 
potential is more than adequate for a major field in th~ Ibero-Amer~can 
Studies doctoral program: a minimum of 24 graduate credit hours, which •ay . 
include disciplinary theory, methodology, and brea~th cours~s beyond the Latin 
American focus. The recommendation for this Art History maJor _has been 
unanimously approved by the faculty of the Department of Art History. 
We have had several inquiries about the possibility of an Art History 
emphasis, and one current student minoring in Art History intends to change 
major areas as soon as the option is approved. 
This change, which is based entirely on existing faculty and course 
offerings, has no budgetary rallifications. The only modestly significant 
faculty load implication is the occasional direction of a dissertation • 
. . , 
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January 2, 1991 
ASSOClATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING r -• 4u'4 
This program was initiated' in 1983 in General College, in cooperation 
with the College of Engineering, to prepare students to become 
computer programmers. It .provides a background in computer 
methodology, languages and related skills sufficient for graduates to 
work as junior programmers. The program includes three tracks: the 
Computer Science Option, which is basically the first two years of a 
B.S. degree in Computer Science; the Scientific Programming Option, 
which emphasizes mathematical and scientific programming; and the 
Business Programming Option, which emphasizes business applications. 
The program moved to University College with the demise of the General 
College in 1987. In the fall of 1989, the College of Engineering, at 
the request of University College, assumed responsibility for advising 
students in the program and for maintaining their records since the 
principal faculty member involved with the program moved from 
University College to the College of Engineering. 
The Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute, with UNM's 
encouragement, is initiating a similar associate degree program. The 
program is planned to start with formal admission of students in Fall 
1991. Most courses are already in place. T-VI has had certificate-
level programs in computer programming and operations for many years, 
and many of the students in UNM's AASCP program have taken some of 
their courses at T-VI. 
With UNM emphasizing upper-level and graduate programs and with T-VI 
t~king a lead role in Associate Degree programs, now is an appropriate 
time to phase out this Associate Degree program at UNM. 
No new students would be accepted into UNM's AASCP program after 
Mar 10, 1991. Students already enrolled in the program at UNM who 
maintain continuous enroll~ent (i.e., at least one course each 
semester, not including summers) would be permitted to complete their 
course of studies at UNM, ,provided they do so within.f~ve year~ (by 
May 1996). The college of Engineering agrees to administer this 
Program and to advise the students in it for this period of time. 
Concurrent with deleting the program, two Forms A are being processed 
to delete the only two courses (CP 101T and CP 150T) which are unique 
to this program. CP 101 was last offered in Spring 1989. CP 150 was 
last taught in Spring 1987, All other courses required ~or the 
P~ogram are also required for other programs; so there will be no 
significant budgetary, faculty or library impacts. 
This request to delete the AASCP program is endorsed by both the 
Coll~ge of Engineering and by University College. 
" I 
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UNM FACULTY SENATE 
SUBJECT: Item from the Graduate Committee 
REQUESTED ACTION: Approve the Ph.D. Concentration in 
Counseling Psychology 
r -
• 
.. ,,... 
' 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The concentration has been approved by 
appropriate committees and units. 
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History 
A program in Counseling Psychology has been offered at the University 
since the early l960's, originally as an option within the Pho 
concentration in Pupil Personnel Services and more recently w!thin 
the concentration in Counseling. In 1978 a specific set of courses 
and.intern~hip experiences wa~ def~ned for the Counseling Psychology 
op~ion. since that time the identity of counseling psychology on 
this campus has continued to develop. 
The doctoral program in Counseling Psychology was provisionally 
approved by the American Psychological Association {APA) in 1982 for 
a three year period. -At the time of the 1985 reaccreditation site 
visit, a recommendation was made for non-continuance. However, the 
Accreditation Committee instead offered a one-year extension of the 
provisional approval. A site visit team the following year 
recommended continued provisional accreditation. Again the 
Accreditation Committee overturned the recommendation, this time to 
deny continued provisional accreditation. The University appealed 
this decision in May of 1987 in Washington, D. c. The appeal was 
denied and accreditation was withdrawn effective with the hearing 
date. 
Subsequent to the loss of accreditation for the Counseling Psychology 
program, two new faculty members were hired and a new training model, 
based on a scientist/practioner model, was developed in the fall 
semester of 1987. Four classes of students {fall 1987, 1988, 1989, & 
1990) have now been admitted to this new model. 
1989 Recommendations 
During September, 1989 an outside consultant whose nam7 ~as suggested 
by the Accreditation office of APA, or. James Hurst, visited the 
campus to review the new program and interview students an~ faculty. 
Among his extensive recommendations was the strong suggestion that 
the program needs to be more clearly labeled •. or. Hurst recommende~ 
that we develop a specific doctoral concentration and a course prefix 
for the counseling Psychology program in order.to make .it ~ore easily 
recognized by students faculty and the community. Following Dr. 
Hurst's visit, the program was again revised to set up a distinct 
concentration. The present document reflects these changes. 
counseling Psychology vs. Clinical Psychology 
We have frequently been asked to distinguish ~ounseling psycholo~ 
from clinical psychology. The history and philosophy of counseling 
psychology as a profession has emphasiz7d th7 gro~h and.development 
of normal individuals encountering diff~culties with environmental or 
Personal stressors. The emphasis here 1s on normal development and 
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normal difficulties. The focus of the Counseling Psychology program 
at UNM is on enhancing the functioning of relatively normal 
individuals through psychoeducational and preventive means. The 
mission of the program is to train doctoral level psychologists in 
these areas based upon a thorough understanding of psychological 
foundations, the conduct of research, an appreciation of 
multicultural factors, and an understanding of the influence of the 
family. 
In contrast, clinical psychology evolved largely in medical settings 
and involved the assessment and treatment of moderately to severely 
disturbed individuals. The Clinical Psychology program at the 
University emphasizes the premise that "psychology, in all of its 
areas, is fundamentally an experimental discipline." Its mission is 
to produce doctoral level psychologists who are primarily oriented 
toward research and academic work with a strong background in 
psychological foundations and clinical training. Thus three major 
differences between counseling psychology and clinical psychology 
emerge. 
1. Counseling psychology is more preventive in focus. 
2. Counseling psychology works more with "normal" problems 
in living. (e.g. job selection and adjustment, divorce, 
child rearing concerns, sexual dysfunction, bereavement, 
etc.) 
J. Counseling psychology tends to be practiced more in 
educational as contrasted with medical settings. 
counseling Psychology vs. counselor Education 
The identity of the field of counselor education is within education 
as distinct from psychology. Its focus has been on !du~ational 
settings and in work with normal populations. The mission of the 
Counselor Education program is to prepare doctoral level col;lllselors 
Who will be involved in training master's le!el counselors in. 
collegiate programs who will go out to work in s~hool counseli~g, 
rehabilitation counseling, mental health counseling, etc. and in 
supervising master's level counselors. 
The current proposal is a continuation of the articulation of the 
unique focus and mission of the counseling Psycholo~ program. What 
is proposed is a new concentration, ent~tled counseling ~sychology, 
and a new course prefix CPSY to be applied to several existing COONS 
courses. 
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The proposed doctoral program in Counseling Psychology at the 
University of New Mexico is based on a scientist-practitioner model. 
The goal of the program is to produce professional psychologists who 
will be prepared to carry out both the research and the practitioner 
rol~s ~ased on the scientific foundation of psychology. Prior to 
admission, students must have completed a master's degree in 
psychology, counseling or a closely related field. It is desirable 
that ~pplicants have several years of successful counseling 
experience and have research interests in a field related to the 
Department's training model. The program normally requires three 
years of full-time course work and one year of internship beyond the 
master's degree. 
Training Model 
. The philosophy of the Counseling Psychology program has two 
interrelated foci: (1) a life span developmental and family context, 
and (2) a cultural context. 
Life Span Developmental and Family Context. Affective, 
cognitive, physiological, and social processes change systematically 
across the life span. To understand an individual fully, it is 
essential to consider each person's developmental context and their 
role in their family. In order to plan an effective primary 
~reventive program, a meaningful education or research project, or 
implement intervention or treatment recommendations, the 
developmental level of the individual or individuals involved must be 
assessed. The faculty of the counseling & Family studies Department 
~ave interests and expertise in life span developmental and fami~y 
issues which are reflected in their teaching, research, and applied 
areas. Students are strongly encouraged to utilize a ~evelopmental 
model when approaching theoretical, research, or practical problems 
Which involve people. 
Cultural context. Because of the particularly unique na~ure of 
the population in New Mexico, the program places he~vy e~phasi~ on 
students• abilities to work across cultural boundaries with clients 
Whose background may be different from th7ir own. studen~s ar7 
encouraged to develop an awareness of their o~ cultura~ i~e~tity a~d 
to examine past ethnic/cultural experience~ with ot~er.individuals in 
order to combat stereotypes and expand their appreciation of cultural 
differences. out of this self reflection and form~l ~tudy stu~ents 
develop increased sensitivity to cultural ~nd et~nic issue~ which 
Permits them to function in helpful ways with clients of diverse 
backgrounds. 
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Prograa coaponents 
Psychological roun4ation 
In order to function on a professional level as a counseling 
psrchologist it is necessary to have an in-depth knowledge of the 
scientific basis of psychology. The program emphasizes background study 
in the following.areas: human growth and development; personality 
development; social psychology; vocational development; physiological 
processes; psychopathology; learning and memory; and the 
psyc~opharmacology of behavior. students will develop a program of 
studies to cover a broad range of psychological study. The specific 
courses to be included will be determined in collaboration with the 
students' committee on studies but must include the required courses 
listed below. 
Research 
Coursework includes attention to measurement theory, statistics, and 
research design. There are opportunities for independent research with 
department faculty members. students are encouraged to consider a wide 
range of possible research topics including the use of both qualitative 
and quantitative methodologies. Research work done in the first year may 
develop into the student's dissertation study. It is recommended that the 
student develop and present a dissertation proposal during the third 
year. This will permit the student to have the dissertation proposal 
approved and data collection under way by the time of the internship. In 
some instances students may be able to arrange to continue data collection 
and analysis during the internship year. 
All students are required to participate on a research team for two 
semesters preferably during the first year. ~ list of the researc~ teams 
that are currently functioning is maintained in the Department of;ice. 
~nformation about the student's performance on the research te~ is . 
included with the other data considered by the faculty at the mid-point 
review. 
I.ntervention 
The primary thrust of the training model fro~ a practiti~ner 
Perspective is the balanced integration of education, P:event~on, 
consultation, and remediation skills. These comprehe~sive skills are 
based on a foundation of psychological theo:Y as applied to the study, . 
analysis, and interpretation of human behavior •. Advanc!d as well as b~sic 
~ourses in individual and group psychotherapeutics provide the foundation 
or effective intervention. 
. Prevention is defined as the act of preventing o: hindering and 
int7rvention is defined as coming between by way of hindrance or 
~odification. It is obvious that both are integral parts of any attempt 
to provide a functional and operational model of counseling psychology. 
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Considering the importance of life span developmental influences of 
the family within the multicultural environment of New Mexico, an 
integrated focus on both intervention and prevention is critical. The 
familr is the primary or basic socializing group influence on the 
individual. An understanding of the family unit and all its vicissitudes 
is essential in those professional activities aimed at enhancing personal 
development. 
Many of the problems found in normal development can be traced to 
self perpetuating cycles in the family. The prevention of these problems 
in children and youth thus requires intervention with the adults who are 
significant in the individual's developmental learning process. Research 
suggests that prevention requires helping parents or other adults to learn 
about the healthy development of children, youth and interpersonal 
relationships. This intervention with the child's family is an initial 
step in the interruption of a maladaptive cycle as well as a fi r st step in 
a primary prevention program for high risk infants, children, and youth. 
Admissions Process 
Because of the quality of doctoral applicants, competition is high and 
many well-qualified applicants cannot be accepted. The.following criteria 
are used by the faculty in the initial applic~nt screening process: (1) 
Scholarship, {2) work Experience, (3) Academic Background, (4) Letters 
of Reference {5) Personal statement, (6) cultural Pluralism, and (7) 
Wri~ing Ability. Because selection is ~ased o~ mul~iple criteria, a low 
rating in one area can be overcome by high ratings in other areas. There 
are no specific minimum cutoff scores either on GPA or on test scores. 
I~ recent years the admitted students ranged in age from 29 to.47 years 
With an average close to 35. Approximately half of the group is male and 
half female. The minority student percentage is about 20. Retention 
rates from the first year to the second average over 95 percent. Scores 
on the GRE for the most recently admitted group average 580 V and 520 Q. 
The MAT average was 59. 
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student/ 
Year of 
Entry 
Title of 
Dissertation 
1988-89 Graduates 
82-1 
83-3 
83-4 
80-4 
84-4 
84-6 
The Psychological Impact 
of Group Counseling on 
the Self-Esteem and Locus 
of Control of Santa Fe 
Indian High School 
Students 
Dysphoric Affect, Depend-
ency and Self-Criticism 
in Homosexual Men with 
HIV Condition 
The Psychological Effect-
iveness of a Paraprofess-
ional Training Program on 
Self-Concept and Locus of 
Control: A study of the 
Student Living Advisors of 
the Santa Fe Indian School 
The Tools of Recovery in 
Alcoholics Anonymous and 
their Relationship to 
Inpatient Treatment, 
Length of Sobriety and 
Sex 
The Effects of cognitive 
and Semantic Relaxation 
Training in the Arousal 
Patterns of cardiac 
Catheterization Patients 
A Comparison of Person-
ality Characteristi~s . 
between Anglo and Hispanic 
Suicide Attempters 
1987-88 Graduates 
84-7 A Comparison of Therapist 
and Client Value 
Stability During Psycho-
therapy 
6 
Dissertation 
Advisor 
Rinaldi 
Maes 
Rinaldi 
Anderson 
Dahmen 
Dahmen 
Long 
4 __; 
Initial Job 
Placement 
Trauma Unit 
Healthsouth 
Rehab Center , 
Albuquerque 
Elementary 
School 
Counselor 
Counselor, 
Univers i ty 
College-UNM 
Part t i me 
teaching in 
sociology 
Psychologist, 
Alcohol Trmt 
Program 
UNM Medical 
School 
Counselor 
Medical 
School 
Psychologist, 
UNM Student 
Mental Heal th 
Center 
F 
F 
F 
F 
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List of Graduates continued . 
student/ 
Year of 
Entry 
82-7 
Title of 
Dissertation 
A Model for Counseling 
Supervision 
1986-87 Graduates 
83-2 
81-5 
80-3 
82-5 
Hopelessness, Social 
Isolation and Coping 
Ability as Factors in 
Adolescent suicide 
Attempts 
Effect of Relaxation-
Imagery on Breast Milk 
Production by Mothers 
of Infants in a Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit 
The Effects of Perceived 
Parental Acceptance-
Rejection on Personality 
Development in Pueblo 
Indians 
A Comparison of Person-
ality Variable in In-
cestuous Fathers and Non-
Incestuous Fathers 
l985-86 Graduates 
81-2 
79-2 
81-3 
The Effects of 
Divorce on the 
lationships of 
Fifth Graders: 
metric Study 
Parental 
Peer Re-
Fourth and 
A socio-
Stress and Illness 
Behavior in Physicians 
and Lawyers 
The Relationship Between 
Unwanted sexual Experiences, 
Post Traumatic stress 
Disorder, and Premenstrual 
Tension Symptomatology 
7 
Dissertation 
Advisor 
Heisey 
Morgan 
Maes 
Fishburn 
Fishburn 
Anderson 
Maes 
Morgan 
Initial Job 
Placement 
Psychologist, 
Univ. Texas 
Couns Center 
staff 
Psychologist, 
State Training 
School 
Private 
Practice 
Psychologist , 
Santa Fe 
Indian Serv 
Hospital 
Court Clinic 
Albuquerque , N 
Psychologist , 
Heights Psych-
iatric Hospita 
Psychologist , 
Key West, Fla 
Mental Health 
Psychologist , 
Lovelace 
Medical 
Center 
List of Graduates continued ,. -
Student/ 
Year of 
Entry 
81-6 
79-3 
81-7 
78-8 
83-7 
Title of 
Disse r tation 
An Investigation of the 
Relationship Between 
Congruence of Actual 
Self and Ideal Self and 
Burnout Ratings in 
Nurse Subjects 
Impression Management 
and Va lue Change in 
Counseling 
Remembered Family 
Vi o lence , Attri butional 
s tyle, Acculturation and 
Violent Behavior in 
Navajo Youth 
The Rel ationshi p Between 
Self-Monitoring of 
Expressive Behavior and 
Depression in an Inpatient 
Alcohol Population 
The Mother-Daughter 
Relationship and the 
Adolescent Refinement of 
Separation-Individuation 
l984-85 Graduates 
81-1 
77-2 
75-3 
An Evaluation of a 
Psychosocial -Rehabil-
itation Program in 
New Mexico 
Anorexia Nervosa: 
A Psychological Birth 
Anomaly 
status Offenders: 
Effects of Short-term 
Psychotherapy in a 
Residential Treatment 
Facility 
8 
Dissertation 
Advisor 
Hei sey 
Morgan 
Anderson 
Morgan 
Dahmen 
Anderson 
Fishburn 
Micali 
4 .J 
I nitia l J ob 
Placement 
Psychologist , 
Al cohol 
Treatment 
Center 
Psychologist, 
Los Lunas 
State School 
Consultant 
Window Rock , A 
& Gallup, NM 
Public Schools 
Staff Psycholo 
Tacoma , WA 
Mental Health 
Center 
Psychologist, 
UNM Student 
Mental Health 
Center 
Psychologis t , 
Pioneer House , 
UNM Dept of 
Psychiatry 
Sel f employed; 
Consult ant to 
Belen Schools 
Director, 
Community 
Mental Health 
Center, 
Portales, NM 
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course Requir .. enta 
Appropriate coursework completed as a part of the master's degree may be 
applied to the total doctoral program with the approval of the student's 
Committee on Studies, within the guidelines of the Office of Graduate Studi 
and the College of Education. In addition to the course requirements liste 
below the student must complete a dissertation for which 18 hours of credit 
given. At least 24 semester hours beyond the master's level must be comple 
at UNM subsequent to admission. The following courses, or their equivalent 
are required of all Counseling Psychology students. 
Two Philosophical Foci 
1. Development and Faaily context (12 hours) 
FS 503 
FS 593 
COUNS 560 
COONS 581 
Sem in Human Growth & Development 
Family Systems Theory 
Family Counseling 
sexuality in counseling 
2. cultural context (9 hours) 
COUNS 593 Multicult Issues in Workg with Fam & Chld 
PSYCH 573 sem on cross cultural Research 
One of the following: 
ANTHR 537 Sem: Southwest7rn Ethnology 
soc 520 Racial and Ethnic Re~ati~ns 
COMM 523 Intercultural Communication 
Additional Requirements 
1. Theoretical Foundations 
COUNS 530 
PSYCH 532 
PSYCH 571 
PSYCH 547 
or 440 
Dynamics of Human Behavior 
sem in Psychopathology 
sem in social Psychology 
Psychopharmacology: Therapeutic Drugs 
Adv Physiological Psychology 
one of the following: 
PSYCH 563 sem in Human Memory 
PSYCH 568 cognitive Processes 
2. Research, statistics 
FS 570 
EDFND 501 
EDFND 504 
EDFND 603 
EDFND 604 
or 605 
COUNS 670 
Family studies Research 
FUndamental statistics 
Mainframe computer Software . 
statistical oesicp1 & Analysis 
Multiple Regression 
Qualitative Researc~ 
Research in counseling Psychology 
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3. Intervention Techniques 
COONS 520 
COONS 621 
COONS 622 
Foundations of Counseling 
Adv Theories of Counseling & Psychotherapy 
Adv Group Counseling & Psychotherapy 
4. Assessment 
COONS 515 
COONS 512 
COONS 613 
Using Tests in Counseling 
Assessment of Intelligence 
Personality Assessment 
5. Practica, Internship 
COONS 590 
COONS 595 
COUNS 630 
COUNS 696 
Practicum (Manzanita Center) 
Field Practicum 
Advanced Practicum 
Internship (APA approved desired) 
6. Specialty courses 
COONS 593 
COUNS 610 
COUNS 650 
Career Counseling 
Professional Issues & Ethics 
History & Syst of Counseling Psychology 
It is expected that the internship will be completed in either an APA 
approved site or a site listed in the book published by the Association of 
Psychological Internship Centers (APIC) and must be one year in length. 
Inquiry Skills 
The Inquiry Skills requirement is defined as the following courses in 
statistics and computer skills. 
EDFND 501 
EDFND 504 
EDFND 603 
EDFND 604 
or 605 
Fundamental Statistics 
Mainframe Computer Software 
statistical Design & Analysis 
Multiple Regression T!chniques. 
Qualitative Research in Education 
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Procedures for Kid-Point Review 
All doctoral students are required to submit information for a Mid-Point 
Review of thei r progress in the doctoral program. This review is usually 
scheduled at the beginning of the second year after the student has 
completed 18-24 hours of post admission coursework. Each student being 
considered for mid-point review will be asked to assemble the following 
data. Forms are available in the Counseling and Family studies Office. 
1. A completed Application for Doctoral Candidacy. 
2. A list of all courses which are offered for transfer from 
another university or from a UNM master's program. 
3. A list of all courses completed at UNM since doctoral admission 
together with the professor's name and the grades earned. 
4. A list of all courses proposed to be taken in future enrollments 
as a part of the doctoral program. 
5. A list of the courses to be included in the program minor. 
6. The names of the student's Program of Studies Chairperson and 
other Committee members. 
7. Plans for meeting the residency requirement. 
8. Plans for meeting the inquiry skills requirement. 
9. The student's plans with re~pect t~ location and a time schedule 
for completing the internship requirement. 
10. The student's participation in a research team. 
Also reviewed at this time will be the following data collected as a part 
of the original admission process: 
1. A graduate writing sample. 
2. A t t t Of intent relative to doctoral study and the s a emen . . 
student's professional aspirations. 
3. At least three written letters of reference. 
Data submitted by students will be circulat7d to allthmemb7rd~ o; ~he . 
cone t . . d nee of the review. At e mi poin review 
en ration faculty in a va . d' 'd lly by the concentration faculty 
~ach student will be discussed in ~vi u;formance in the advanced 
1
~ate:ms of academic work complet~a~sp:ith concentration requirements, 
P c~icum, agreement of progra~ P. ability to conduct a successful 
~~omise for professional contri~uti~n~oncerns as appropriate to each 
lssertation, and other professiona 
student's proposed plans. 
11 
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Sequence of Courses . 
The following courses are ordinarily completed in master's degree work. 
They are a basic part of the doctoral program and should be completed 
prior to enrollment in the first year courses. It is necessary to meet 
with a Counseling Psychology advisor prior to registration. 
EDFD 
COONS 
COONS 
501 
520 
530 
ra11 
COONS 610 
COONS 621 
FS 503 
EDFND 504 
Pall 
CPSY 581 
CPSY 670 
PSYCH 532 
COONS 630 
or 
Fund statistics (3) 
Foundations of Couns (3) 
Dynamics of Human Beh (3) 
COUNS 590 
COUNS 595 
COONS 515 
FIRST YEAR 
Profess Iss & Ethics (3) 
Adv Theories of Couns (3) 
Sem in Human Growth (3) 
Mainframe Comput Softw(3) 
12 hrs 
Spring 
COUNS 622 
COUNS 593 
FS 570 
EDFND 603 
SECOND YEAR 
Spring 
Sexuality in Couns (3) 
Research in Couns Psy (3) 
Sem in Psychopathology(3) 
Advanced Practicum (3) 
CPSY 512 
COONS 593 
PSYCH 573 
COONS 560 
or 
Practicum in Couns (3) 
Field Practicum (6) 
Using Tests in Couns (3) 
Adv Group Counseling (3) 
Career Counseling (3) 
Family Studies Resch (3) 
Stat Design & Anal (3) 
12 hrs 
Assessment of Intell (3) 
Multicul Issues (3) 
Sem cross cult Res (3) 
Family Counseling (3) 
COUNS 560 Family counseling COONS 630 Advanced Practicum 
CPSY 613 
PSYCH 571 
EDFND 604 
PSYCH 440 
Personality Assment 
Sem in social Psych 
Multiple Regression 
Adv Physiol Psych 
12 hrs 12 hrs 
THIRD YEAR 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
CPSY 650 History of Couns Psy (3) 
FS 593 Family Systems Theory(3) 
PSYCH course in cognition/me ory(3) 
Elective in cultural Focus (3) 
12 hrs 
FOURTH YEAR 
6 hrs 
12 hrs 
COONS 696 Internship 
COONS 699 Dissertation 18 hrs 
12 
l'aculty 
Anderson, Darrell B., Professor & Director of Training 
Ph.D. University of Nebraska, 1958 
l" -
Psychological testing, locus of control, use of computers i n 
counseling, self-hypnosis, test construction 
Licensed Psychologist NM, National Register Health service 
Providers in Psychology 
l'isbburn, William R., Professor 
Ed.D. University of Arizona, 1967 
Psychodynamic theory, individual and group psychotherapy, sex 
therapy, professional issues and ethics, history & systems. 
Licensed Psychologist NM, National Register Health Servi ce 
Providers in Psychology. AASECT Certified sex Educator and sex 
Therapist. Diplomate, American Board of Sexol ogy. Fellow, 
American Group Psychotherapy Association. 
Maes, Wayne R., Professor & Department Chairperson 
Ph.D. Michigan state University, 1964 
Locus of control, power and influence, cogniti ve processes , 
cognitive therapy 
Licensed Psychologist, NM 
Shipman, Virginia, Professor 
Ph.D. University of Pittsburgh, 1960 
Research methods, psychological measurement, urban & mi nor ity 
education, cognitive styles, self-esteem and achievement motivation 
in pre-school children. 
Fellow, APA Divisions 5, 7, 9, 15, and 16. 
Steir, Mary B., Assistant Professor 
Ph.D. Yeshiva University, 1982 
Postdoctoral specialization Certificate in Cli nical Psychology, New 
York University, 1986. . . Mother-infant attachment, adoption, professiona~ issues and ethics , 
child and adolescent psychotherapy, psyc~odynamic theory . 
Licensed Psychologist, NM. National Registe~ Health Service 
Providers in Psychology. Licensed Psychologist, NY 
rev 11-90 
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NE~ MEXICO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
SUMMARY OF 1991•92 GENERAL FUND AJ>PROPRIATIONI 
(Preliminary after Gubernatorial 
vetcea and au1.111ln11 paseaae of 
ss 736 a 0.82,C reduction,) 
16•Mar·91 Final CHE Ree. AJlp~ Rouidina FINAL 1991·92 
1990·91 (W/0 C~.) Frcn Amend K8•2 -+/(•) Perc:enc 
Approp. 1991 ·92 H8·2 Q o.azx 1991•92 1990·91 Chang, 
····-······················--·-·····································-····----·· 
FCOR·YEAR l & G 
UNM $91,919.5 $99,247.9 S96,296,6 789,6 S95,507,D $3,587.5 3.9X 
W>ISU SB,959.2 61,602.0 60,390.5 495,2 59,895.3 936. 1 1.6X 
MMHU 10,669.0 11,233.3 10,915.4 89.5 10,825,9 156,9 1 .5X 
'JNNU 7,316.4 7,745.0 7,562.8 62.0 7,500.8 184,4 2.sx 
ENMU 15,297.7 15,831.8 15,401.3 126.3 15,275.0 (22.7) ·0.1X 
NMINT 11,514.9 12,725.8 12,104.5 99.3 12,005.2 490,3 4,3X 
··········································································--·--
Total $195,676.7 $208,385.1 S202,67'. 1 S1,661.9 S201,009.2 SS,332.5 2. 7'X 
T\/O•YEAR I & C 
Alamogordo S2,816,Z Sl, 141,9 S2,980.5 24.4 S2,956,1 S139,9 5.0X 
Carlsbad 1,742. T 1,929.7 1,813.9 14.9 1,799.0 56.3 3.2% 
Dena Ana 3,151.3 3,967.9 3,849.5 31.6 3,817.9 666.6 21.2X 
Grants 1,334.3 1,392.9 1,285.6 10.5 1,275, 1 (59.2) ·4.4X 
Gallup 3,042.2 3,449.8 3,298.2 27.0 3,271,2 229,0 7.5X 
Loe Alamo• 1,086.8 1,335.4 1,206.3 9.9 1, 196.4 109.6 10.1% 
V1 leni:ia 1,638.2 1,886.6 ,.ass.a 15.2 1,840.6 202.4 12. 4ll: 
Rocwal l 4,263.0 4,669.4 4,399.1 36.1 4,363.0 100.0 2.3% 
NNMCC 4,270.7 4,534.6 4,423,2 36.3 4,386.9 116.2 2.7X 
Clovie 4,190.5 4,409.6 4,173.6 34.2 4,139.4 (51.1) ·1.2X 
Santa Fe 3,788.6 4,091.0 3,541.3 29,0 3,512.3 (276.3) ·7.31 
AlbUGuerqua T·VI 16,926.9 19,586.5 19,357.1 158.7 19,198.4 2,271.5 13 ·'" 
Luna VT I 4,323.8 4,601.4 4,568.5 37.5 4,531.0 207.2 4.8X 
T•Jcunca ri AVS 1,373.5 1,521.4 1,480.6 ,2.1 1,468.5 95.0 6.9X 
NM J1.r1ior Coll991 1,445.1 \,652.4 1,594.6 13,, 1,581.5 136.4 9 .41 
San Juan Col l99e 1,571.5 1,793.3 2,078.0 17.0 2,061.0 489.5 31.1X 
··································-············-····--·----------·············· 
Total $56,965.3 S63,963.8 $61,905.8 $507 .5 $61,398.3 $4,433.0 7.8% 
MEDICAL SCHOOL t & G $24,272.3 S26, 194.0 S25,441,2 208.6 S25,232.6 $960.3 4.0X 
N~ SCHOOL FOR THE CEAF so.o S329,0 so.o o.o so.o so.a N/A. 
CfF·CAN,>us GRAOUATE J1jSTRUCT1CN 
UNM S169.3 S203,Z S169.3 
,., S167.9 (S1.4l ·0,8X 
IIMSU 149.4 17'9.3 149,4 1.2 148,2 (1.2) -0.SX 
NMHU 59.7 71.6 59,7 o.s 59.2 (0.5) ·O.!X 
IINMU 44.8 53.a 44.8 0.4 44,4 (0.4) ·0.9X 
ENMU 109.5 131.4 109.5 0.9 108.6 (0,9) ·O,SX 
·································-············-----------------------
Tata( S532.7 S639.3 SS32.7 S4.4 $528.3 (S4.4) ·O.~ 
493 f .. A 
r 
--
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IIEl,I MEXICO CCHUSSION ON HIGJIH EOUCATIOJI 4~3 
Sl.Kl4ARY OF 1991•92 GENERAL FUND APPROPR IATIONS NEl,I MEXICO COM~J $SI0H ON HJCHER EDUCATIO)I (rreliminary 1ft1r Gubernatorial StJ~RY OF 1991 ·92 GENEaAL FUWD APPROPRIATIONS 
·,etOH Ind H&Llllfng pa111ge Of (?ra l iminary after GIA)ernetorl al 
sa 736 &l 0.821 reduet1on,) vttoH arid u11.1ning pas1ege ot 
16·Mar•91 Final CHE Rec. Ap-props Rounding l'INAL 1991·92 
S3 736 Q O. S2X reduct 1 on.> 
1990·91 cwo comp.> From Amend HB·2 16·"4ar-91 F1nal : HE Ric. Apprope 
Ro\l\dir.g FIN4L 1991-92 
•/(•) ;>erc1nt 
Approp. 1991 ·92 liB•2 il 0.82S 1991·92 
1990·91 ( W/0 Care,.) From Amond H5·2 +/ (•) i>ercent 
1990•91 Char.;, 
··--···--···-····-····························--·--·············-·············· 
Approp. 1991 ·92 HB•2 iii 0.821 1991•92 1990·91 : nge 
···-······················--··················································· 
EDUCATlOHAL TELEVISION Ped I atrfc DycmorJ:lholo;y 130,0 130.5 130.0 , • 1 1215. 9 C 1. 1 > -o.ex 
UNM $1,054.9 S1 ,074,6 
AIOI Program Contract o.o o.o so.o 0.4 49.6 49.6 / A 
1/MSU $1,054.9 8.7 $1,046.2 ($8.7) ·O.SX Aerie Experft1ent Station 7 , 3159.9 a, 175 .o 7,875.5 64.6 7,810 .9 t.21.0 s. 853.5 87D.2 
ENl'IU 853.5 7.0 846.5 (7. 0) ·O.SX Coop Exunaion Service 5,389.4 6,099.1 5,6n.6 46.5 5,626.1 236.7 t., X 816.Z 829.3 816.2 6.T 809,S (6.7) · O. SX •t•r ~•aourcec Reseerch 410.0 4'3. 1 376.5 3. 1 373.4 (36.6) -a.9% 
Total ·········-·········-···-·············-······---------··-···-··················· Joint Border Research 102.0 103.3 150.0 1.2 148.8 46.8 ~.9% $2,724.6 S2,n4.1 S2,n4.6 $22,4 S2,702.2 ($22.4) ·O,SX :epartir.nt of Agriculture 3.0 4,119.5 4, 300.3 4,276.3 35.1 4,241.2 12\.7 
ATHL ETICS Indi an Resource Oevelopnent 238.6 247.6 242.7 2,0 240.7 2.1 o. 
USM $1,8.31,2 'Jpward Bound 24.0 24.8 24,0 
o.z 23.8 (0 ,2 ) · O. ~ 
NMSU 
$1,964.7 S\,881.2 15.4 S1,865.8 $3l..6 1. 9% il aftfng Sc l1nt l1 t 18.7 19, 1 a.7 .2 ~ !! . 5 (:l. 2) . . ~x 
~MHU 
1,680.0 1,805.8 
, I 735,6 14.2 1 / 72~,4 I,, , I, 2.SX 3lackwater Draw (S1te, Mua11.111) 0.7 87.4 { :J.1) ·0 .8 ea. 1 89. 4 as., 
'.JIIMU 
675,5 722.8 675,5 5.5 670.0 C 5 .5) · O. SX Center 1or Teachtna Excellence 247.9 ( 2. 1) .ax 250.0 252.3 250 .0 2. ~ . 
:)i"'-J 649.6 701 .3 649.6 5.3 644.3 (5 .3 ) ·O . llX uldoso Off·Callll'U9 Center 153 .6 53.6 / lo 0.0 77.9 54.9 1.3 
NMIMT 716.1 801.3 791.1 6.5 784.6 6.!!.5 9.6X Cecpnya icel Retearch 4,1 94.8 9.7 2.ox 485.1 488.0 498.9 
NMJC 
33,0 33,4 se.o 0.5 57.5 24.5 74. 2X Bureau of Mines 2\,1 2,557.8 (2 .l) ·C.8 2,578.9 2,603.4 2,578.9 
31.3 33.2 31 .3 0.3 31.0 (Q,3 ) · 1 , OX Pt trol eu'I Recovery Research 655.7 5.4 650.l (5. 4) ·0.8X 655.7 663.4 
T:)h l ···-······-·-····-·········--·-······------······-·············· 9 rc1u of Mine Inspection 226.4 223.0 226.4 1.9 22,.s ( .9) c.ax SS ,616,7 $6,062.5 SS,822.3 S47.7 ss, 774.6 S\57,9 2,6,C eoe center 0.9 108.7 ( 5, ) . 114.1 105.8 109.6 
RESEARCH' PUBLIC S~RVICE PROJECTS Hazardous M1teri1ls o.o 0.0 100.0 0.8 99.2 
99.2 / A 
Polaon Control Center Nava jo StUdent Prograllll 0.0 0.0 200,0 1.6 198.4 198.4 I $584.8 
Student Exchange Program $588,8 S597,6 4.9 S592.7 S7.9 1.4X CCtrQUt1r Equipment 0.0 0.0 200.0 1.6 195.4 198.4 
I 
Subatance Abuse Progr1m 
2,089.3 2,367.S 2,262.7 18.6 2,244.1 154,8 7,4,C s,... l 8ua fn11a Deve lop. Ctr,. 1,300.0 10.7 , 289. 
~9.3 Ll .n 900.0 954.0 
Southwest Research center 
151. 7 155.0 151. 7 1.2 · C.Sl Day Care servi ces 75.0 o.o 0.0 o.o ( 
) · 'CO .CX 
150.S C 1. 2) o.o 
Judici al S1l1ction 551 .6 519.3 601.6 4.9 8.2X EciJc:at ional Options Info. so.a .2 i&8.8 
C ~ , 2 > .Q.81 
596.7 45.1 150.0 iOO.O 
lnt1rnatfonal Technical coop, 
so.o 50.5 50.0 · C,81 ••ch1ng A&s i stanc, Act 0.0 o.o .0 o. 
,., ,. 
0.4 49.6 (0.4) o.o 0.0 151.4 152.0 Bureau of Buttneee Reaeerch 151.4 1.2 150.2 ( 1. 2) .Q.8,C ···-----···-················································ ···· ··········· ···· 
o.o 
Resource Geographic Info. Sys. o.o 100.0 0.8 99.2 99,2 N//. 
7ot11l $38,275.4 $42,469.1 $1.0 , 622. t. s.n:s .3 ~0,289. 1 S2,0t3.7 .3: 
Native American Intervention 
o.o o.o 250.0 2., MIA 
tSO.O 247.9 247.9 
~odical Investigator 151.3 150.0 1.2 ·0.8" 
;: CIAL AID/SCHOLARSHIP 
1,912.8 148.8 (1.2) Cancer Center 2,021.5 1,9n.o 16.2 1, 955.8 43,0 2.2" MS!G S4,800.C U,,591.9 SS ,369.0 ,,.o S5,325.0 SS25 .0 
J.9X 
EMS Academy 1,619.6 1,640.9 1,619.6 13.3 ·0,8% tdlcal Student Loan o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 / A 
530,0 1,606.3 (13 ,3) Out·cf·County JN:llgent 545,6 533.3 4.4 ·0.2% Oatcopethic Student Loon 0.0 0.0 o.o J.O 
0.0 .0 ,,. 
528.9 C 1. 1 > 
Ch ildren•• Paychiatric Hoap. 
1,653.6 1,752.13 1,719.0 3 .1" 'ur, 11'9 Stud1nt Loan 150.0 100.0 100.:l o.e 99.2 
(50.8) -:n. 
14. 1 1,704.9 51.3 531.2 2,612.8 State Work·StUdy S26.Z 
.3X 
Specialized Perinatal Care 424.S 3.S 421.0 ,110.2> - 20 .n 3,048.0 3,593.1 3,603.8 
29.6 3,574.2 
Newborn lnt1nc1ve Care 384, 1 401.0 397,7 2.n StlJdent Cholet Act 550.0 578.9 550.0 
4.5 545.5 ( 4 .5 > . .81 
3.3 394.4 10.l 
Pediatric Oncology 1,343.9 1 ,39S.9 1,362.8 0. 6X 1•t~ Veta Tuition 100.0 40.0 40.0 0,3 39 .T 
(60.3 ·60,3 
108.1 
, ,. 2 1,351.6 7.7 Gr OJate F1ll owahio Progr11111 .8 Homophllla Program 155.8 150.0 37.7% 600.0 793.6 600.0 4.9 595. 
(4.9) 
361 ,4 1.2 148.8 t.0.7 JJ. l YOll'lg Children'• HeeLth Conter 168, 1 196.8 -46.0" w Mtxlco Scholars 825.0 ,110.0 , 110.0 
9,, 1,100,9 ,n.9 
1.6 195.2 (166.2) 
Pediotr ic PuLmol"lllry Progra~ 56. 1 56,6 58.S 3 ·'" 
fnorfty Coctoral Progr1111 300.0 300,0 300.0 2.5 297.5 (Z.~ > · O. o.s 58.0 1.9 
H11ltn Re,ourca& Regfctry 113,8 116, 1 ··············-···········-·········· ······· 116.0 1.0 1.Z 1 • , " 
..•••••••..•......••••.••.....•. 
13.2 13.6 
1,s.o S1 , 2 ,61 
~ree Health Educ Centers 13.2 ·0,8% Ota S10,37l.O S l, 107.5 s11 ,6n.a S9S.7 
S11 ,577. 
o., 13. 1 (0.1) 
Gri ef lnt1rvention Program 31.2 32.4 50,0 46,2 0.4 45.a 14.6 
46.Bll: 
Corri o Tinsley Hospital so., 200.0 1.6 198.4 1,a.4 296,81 2,492,2 2,451.5 2,169.0 17.8 2,151.2 (341.0) -13,°TX 
(P r1ll~lnary after Gubernator ial 
vetoes •na aa•umtre peas1ao of 
SB 736 Q 0.82X rlduc:tfon.) 
16•Mar•91 
SUNMARY 
Four·Year I & G 
Two·Yeer I & G 
Mea School I, G 
NM Sch, for the Deaf 
Off·Camp.ia lnstructfcn 
Educat ional Television 
Athletfe• 
Reaearch/P\.blic Sarvi ce 
F! nanc1al Aid Scholarehfp 
CR.tJ/0 TOTAL GENERAL FUNO 
HEU MEXICO CCl)(MJIIIOH ON HJGHEl EOUCJ.TION 
SU)(MARY Of 1991-92 GENERAL FUND APP~OPRIATJONS 
i:inal 
1990•91 
Approp. 
CHE Rec. 
( w/a c~.) 
1991·92 
lpprope 
FrCII 
118·2 
Roundtn; 
Amend 
a o.m 
FINAL 
HB•2 
1991·92 
1991·92 
+/( · ) 
1990·91 
Percent 
Change 
··--------··············-················---------- ----------········-········· 
$195,676.7 S208,!B5.a S202,671.1 S1 ,661.9 S201 ,009,2 SS,332 ,5 2.7" 
56,965.3 6l,96J.a 61,905.a 507.5 61, 398.3 4,433.0 7.BX 
24,272.3 26, 194,0 25,441,2 208.6 25,232. 6 960.3 4,0X 
0.0 329.D D.O o.o o.o c.o N/A 
532.7 639 .3 532.7 4.4 528.3 (4.4) ·O.SX 
2,724.6 2,n4.1 2,724.6 22 .4 2,702.2 (22,4) · 0,81 
5,616.7 6,062.5 5,822.3 47.7 5, 774.6 157. 9 2.ax 
38,275.4 42,469.1 40 , 622. 4 :S:53.3 ,o,2a9 ., 2,01:S.7 S.3X 
10,373.0 1:3, 107 .5 11, 672.! 95.7 11,577.1 1, 204.1 1L 6X 
··········-········-·····-························· ·· ····· ··· ····· ············· 
$334,436 . 7 !363,925.1 $351,392.9 s2,sa1.s S348, 511 ,4 '1 4 , 074.7 4.21 
~ .. ~~~:.Kc• .. •••• .. •••--•• .... ••--•••---••••••---•--••••••--••••••• .... •--••sa••• 
MAIN CAMPUS I & G STATE GENERAL FU D 
1991-92 
1. Reduction in State General Fund Appropriation: 
a. Additional Tuition for Enrollment increase 
b. Removal of Tuition Credit for Developmental Courses 
c. Additional Miscellaneous Fees 
d. Additional Investment Interest o..:t- ' J 
e. Additional Federal Unrestricted Income V" - ""' 
Subtotal - Reduction in State General Fund from Increased 
Offsetting Revenues 
PR R 
2. Increases in State General Fund Appropriation for Workload Changes: 
a. Instruction: 
3-Year Enrollment Rolling Average Increase 
Summer Session Enrollment Increase 
1 Year Growth Adjustment r 
b. Academic Support e> 2 o <-,, 'l 
c. Student Services 
d. Institutional Support 
e. Physical Plant 
f. Utilities (Savings) 
g. 3% Scholarship Funding 
Subtotal -- Increase for Workload Changes 
3. Inflationarv Increases: 
a. Utilities $399,073 
b. Library Acquisitions 
Subtotal -- Inflationary Increases 
4. Formula R evisions: 
a. Peer Adjustment - Instruction 
b. Lower Division Base Level Funding Adjustment 
Subtotal -- Formula Revisions Funding 
Other Funding Adjustments: 
a. CHE Base Adjustment 
b. Legislative Budget Balancing Adjustment 
Subtotal -- Other Funding Adjustment 
TOTAL NEW STATE GENERAL FUNDS PR PR I 
9 
( 
7 1 
190. 00 
~ .1. ..... 
HB77 
HB78 
HB79 
HB439 
HB548 
HB580 
HB715 
HB814 
HB826 
LEGISLATIVE ACTION IMPACTING UNM 
Internal Audit Act 
Investment Policies for Endowment Management 
Affiliated Organization Agreement 
Removal of Faculty Members 
University Park Regulation 
Articulation Agreements and Acceptance of Associate Degree 
Refunding of Tuition for Military Service 
Made State Work Study eligibility rules consistent with Federal. Provided more 
flexibility for NM Scholars awards 
Started as restriction on WIPP matching funds for private gifts. Ended a changing 
membership of CHE. 
SB83 Increased employer contribution from 7.6% to 9.0% effective next year (FY92-93). 
- Increased the formula from 2.15 % to 2.35 %. 
- Adjusted the current retiree's annuity upward. 
SB315 Gross receipts (5%) assessment on public events tickets and sale of tangible 
property. 
SB342 Optional retirement program for new faculty and professorial employee . 
SB56Q Group Insurance __ Sets maximum contribution to 90% of the co t of insurance that 
can be paid by employer. 
~ ,. ·' 
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Members of The Faculty Senate: 
Residence Hall Stud 
Devargas Hall 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
March 4, 1991 
t 
r-
• 
The Residence Hall Student Senate is concerned with the recent 
proposal introduced by the Commission on Higher Education regarding the D-
Transfer Policy. 
The adoption of this policy at U.N.M. would have more disadvantages 
than advantages. The benefits to accepting this proposal are few. The first 
advantage is saving the state of New Mexico money. The state would have to 
spend less per resident student if this proposal was accepted. The second 
advantage is that this proposal is already in effect at Eastern New Mexico and 
New Mexico State Universities. 
The disadvantages offered by the Commission's proposal would cause 
several things. First, the 0-Transfer Policy would be unfair to students currently 
enrolled at U.N.M., because the "D" grade counts towards the GPA, and would 
not in the case of transferring students. Also, the proposal would give a mixed 
messages to students. A possible example would be that a "D" is acceptable to 
enter into the university, but not to graduate. It may also cause the individual 
colleges to increase graduations requirements. Finally, the D-Transfer policy 
would degrade the quality of education at U.N.M. If this policy was accepted, 
students would have to do less work for the same degree. The message would 
be that it is acceptable to set a goal for a "D", and not an "A." 
The D-Transfer proposal offers nothing positive to the students at U.N.M., 
and therefore the Resident Hall Student Senate encourages the Faculty Senate 
to vote no on the policy offered by the Commission on Higher Education. 
Sincerely, 
~i;J~ 
Christy Hronich 
~ :/J~ecrlfs, 7) 
RHSS President and Senators z 
,es. I '1,t-) 
- > 
